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The Correspondence ofBenjaminFrankIin and
His Grnndson B. F. Bache
KAREN C. DUVAL

W:

en Benjamin Franklin left Philadelphia for
France in October 1776, he took along his
sixteen-year-old grandson, William Temple
Franklin, who would remain in Paris, serving as his secretary, for the entire eight-and-a-half-year mission. Also in
tow was another grandson and Temple's cousin, Benjamin
Franklin Bache. Benny, as he was usually called, was born
in August 1769. No letters survive to indicate why Benny,
who had just turned seven, was being sent abroad. His
departure, following the death of his sister Sarah at eight
and a half months, must have been an emotional one. But
high aspirations for the young boy's education evidently
persuaded his parents to let him go off, leaving behind
only a brother, William, three and a half years old.
The records are also silent on what schooling if any
Benny had had, but a letter Franklin wrote to Temple at
his father's house in New Jersey, on 19 September 1776,
is suggestive:
Benny had written as I told you, but his Letter it
seems was not sent. It was thought to be too full
of Pothooks and Hangers, and so unintelligible
by the dividing Words in the Middle, and joining
Ends of some to Beginnings of others, that if it
had fallen into the Hands of some Committee it
might have given them too much Trouble to
decypher it, on a Suspicion of its containing Treason, especially as directed to a Tory House. He is
now diligent in learning to write better, that he
may arrive at the Hour of Corresponding with
his Aunt after you leave her.!
The Tory House, of course, was that of Temple's
father, William Franklin, the Loyalist governor of New
Jersey, by then estranged from his own father, Benjamin,
over their political differences. But such a letter as Benny's
fallen into the hands of a documentary editor would be
a prize, a choice piece of evidence to unravel, decode,
and interpret. We at the Papers of Benjamin Franklin

KAREN DUVAL is associate editor of The Papers ofBenjamin Franklin at
Yale University.

would certainly have included it in our volumes, pothooks,
hangers, and all as they occurred, with a footnote or two
for the reader. Alas, it was not sent. Like much of the rest
of the Ben Franklin-Benny Bache correspondence, we
are left with a first- or second-hand description. But even
that becomes an important part of the story, as indeed
the letter just quoted tells us something about the Baches'
sense of propriety and what expectations they might have
had of a European education for their seven-year-old son
as they saw him off that October.
Once in France Benny was soon enrolled in a boarding school at Passy, where he remained for two years, in
the company of another American, Charles Cochran, son
of a South Carolina shipyard owner, and for the last year
John Quincy Adams and Jesse Deane, all close in age. For
this early period there is no correspondence between
Benny and his grandfather or even with his cousin Temple.
The story must be teased out of Franklin's and Temple's
correspondence with family members back home. To fill
out the picture further we have relaxed to some extent
our policy at the Franklin Papers of rarely printing
Franklin's receipted bills because these are our only internal source of information on Benny's education for this
period. But for details of the curriculutn and school day,
we must direct our readers to the John Q. Adams Diary
and to the Adams family correspondence.2
In the spring of 1779 Franklin decided to withdraw
Benny, age nine, from the boarding school at Passy and
to send him off to Geneva. We first learn of this in a letter Franklin writes on 21 April 1779 to youngJohn Quincy
Adams, who is on his way back to America with his father: "Benjamin whom you so kindly remember would
have been glad to hear of your Welfare; but he is gone to
Geneva. As he is destined to live in a Protestant Country,
& a Republic, I thought it best, to finish his Education,
where the proper Principles prevail."3
There is nothing in the Franklin correspondence to
prepare, and little to explain, this new plan. Perhaps
Franklin had come recently under the influence of
Helvetius, the late husband of his friend and neighbor,
for it was Helvetius, in De I'esprit, who expressed the intimate relationship between the state and education: "In
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every country the art of forming man is so closely tied to
the form of government, that it may not be possible to
make any considerable change in public education without making comparable changes in the very constitution
of the state."4 Yet when Franklin wrote to Benny's father
about the change, on 2 June 1779, fully six weeks after
Benny's departure, his tone was almost casual:
He had made as much proficiency in his learning
as the boarding school he was at could well afford him, and after some consideration where
to find a better for him I at length fixed on sending him to Geneva. I had a good opportunity by
a gentleman of that city who had a place for him
in his chaise, and has a son of about the same
age at the same school. He promised to take care
of him, and enclosed I send you the letters I have
since received relating to him and from him. He
went very cheerfully, and I understand is very
happy. I miss his company on Sundays at dinner.
But if I live and I can find a little leisure I shall
make the journey next spring to see him, and to
see at the same time the old 13 United States of
Switzerland. 5
Franklin never made the trip nor did he seem to revise his estimation of the Geneva republic when political
unrest broke out in the early spring of 1781, lasting well
into the following year. Franklin's motivation for sending Benny away remains opaque, never fully reasoned
through, always to be inferred.
A principal difficulty inherent in the Benny-Ben correspondence derives from the fact that their exchange is
set within the larger frame of the Franklin correspondence.
Franklin is the center around which most editorial questions must be focused. Letters to Franklin from Benny's
preceptor and from the mother of a schoolmate provide valuable descriptions of the boy so far from home,
but we do not print letters between Benny and his parents or even those between him and his cousin Temple,
or his friend Charles Cochran, who remained behind at
the boarding school in Passy. All communication from
beyond the Passy-Geneva axis comes to us, the readers
of this correspondence, filtered mainly through Franklin.
Where appropriate, details from the excluded letters are
smuggled into footnotes, other sources are cited, and in
future volumes we will undoubtedly poach material from
the journal Benny began in August 1782. But of the letters exchanged between the grandfather and his young
charge over the four and a half years that Benny was at
2
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Geneva, between the ages of nine and almost fourteen,
only forty-four letters remain, thirty-five from Benny and
nine from Franklin. Of all these only eight are in direct
response to identifiable letters, while four others refer
generally to earlier letters. We can infer the existence of
ten other letters that have not survived, thereby helping
to date several of Benny's undated letters. But the total
number is not great, and in a volume covering four to six
months of correspondence, some six hundred printed
letters, the dialogue between grandfather and grandson
is muted and does not make for easy eavesdropping.
Nonetheless, with Benny's removal to Geneva a new voice
enters the story.
Moreover, while the gaps and the imbalance in the
distribution ofletters may fail to provide a complete and
vivid picture of Benny's daily life, a pattern does emerge,
one that carries meaning for the time, the place, and these
people. Franklin had evidently instructed his grandson to
write monthly, for most of Benny's letters are or can be
dated toward the end of a month. When a month or two
goes by with no letter, we can reasonably assume that a
letter has been lost. Indeed, Marignac, Benny's preceptor
in Geneva, confided in a note to Franklin that he had to
remind Benny regularly of his duty to his grandfather. 6
Franklin's letters to Benny were much less regular, subject
to the rhythm of his own busy life and other incoming
mail. Two of our volumes include four and five letters
from Benny, but none to him from Franklin.
The source of the documents we print tells another
part of the story. Franklin often had copies made of their
correspondence to send home to Benny's parents, sometimes on different ships in the hope that at least one copy
would escape the hazards of wartime transatlantic mail.
The result is that while some letters fail to survive, a few
come down to us in duplicate copies. And there is one
letter from Franklin that survives only in a French translation in Benny's hand, about which I'll say more later.
Mercifully, by the time Benny departed for Geneva
he had had two and a half years of schooling in Passy.
Benny had arrived at the "hour of corresponding" with
neither pothooks nor hangers to obscure his meaning. His
handwriting at age nine is no more cramped or spiky than
many another French hand encountered in the Franklin
correspondence. More problematic, though, is his fluency
in speaking and writing in two languages. The fttst three
letters from Benny after his arrival in Geneva on 19 April
1779 illustrate this point dramatically as he passes from
French to an uncertain English and back again to French.
The first one is a breathless, unpunctuated recitation in
French:7

My dear good papa, I take the liberty of writing
to inform you of my health as well as my journey where we endured a few misfortunes we
arrived at Geneva on Monday and I entered the
boarding school the following day where I will
do what I can to work well and to satisfy you I
hope that I will receive an answer as soon as you
are able I quite regret not to be able to write you
more, for if I could, I would. I am well enough
I hope that you are also Mr Cramer sends you
his compliments. Your very humble and very
obedient son B. Franklin Bache. 8

Cramer's sister-in-law described Benny's reaction to his
death:''We have just lost the protector whom you had chosen for your child, that innocent creature has shown the
most tender sensitivity, he has revealed to me a grief so
profound and so genuine that I am taking him under my
care until my husband recovers and can take charge.»12

His second letter, on 30 May, is as dutiful as Franklin
could wish, very brief, and in English, or what remains
of Benny's native language, draped and stretched over the
French syntax he learned at Passy:
Dear grand papa, I take the liberte to wright to
you for to tell you that I am in good health M
marignac Give his compliments to you and says
that I am a good boy I will do all that can for to
be the first of the class M. Cramer is in good
health give my compliments to my cossin and to
cochran and to Deaine A have notings more for
to tell you for the presente. I am your affectionaite
Son, B. Franklin B.9
Benny's next letter, of 25 October 1779, begins in
English but rapidly degenerates into something in between
the two languages that in places is incomprehensible. to The
second half of the letter, however, is written in a fluent,
formal French, as are the next four or five letters. The style
is so sophisticated and grammatical compared to the preceding letters that in the annotation we had to draw attention to the probable influence here of Benny's Swiss
preceptor. But by June of the following year, 1780, Benny
had so absorbed the style and grammar of what was now
his £irst language that he won a first prize for Latin translation into FrenchY These £irst three letters, then, transcribed literally, provide a tangible sense of the linguistic
progress Benny must have made during that first year to
win his prize.
The difficulties Benny faced were not just linguistic.
Within four months of his departure from Passy, Benny
suffered the loss of Philibert Cramer, the eminent diplomat and publisher to whom Franklin had entrusted the
nine-year-old boy and with whom Benny lived part of
the time at Geneva. In a letter to Franklin (20 August 1779)

.:

(~

Letter from Berifamin Franklin Bache to his gran4father
Berifamin Franklin, 30 May 1779. Reprinted by kind
permission of the American Philosophical Society.

The following letter from Franklin, written the day
before this one, brought more bad news to Benny-and,
no doubt, little comfort.
My dear Child, Do not think that I have forgotten you, because I have been so long without
writing to you. I think of you every day, and there
is nothing I desire more than to see you furnish'd
with good Learning, that I may return you to your
Father and Mother so accomplish'd, with such
Knowledge & Virtue as to give them Pleasure,
and enable you to become an honourable Man
in your own Country. I am therefore very willing you should have a Dictionary, and all such
other Books as M.du Marignac or M. Cramer
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shall judge proper for you. Those Gentlemen are
very good to you, and you are I hope very thankful to them, and do everytlllng chearfully that they
advise you to do; by so doing you will recommend yourself to me, and all good People as well
as me will love & esteem you for your dutiful
Behaviour. Your Friends Cochran and Deane are
well. Cochran gave me a Letter for you a long
time since, which I mislaid, but having now found
it, I send it inclos'd . The Small Pox is in that Pension, and 4 of the Scholars are dead of it. I will
speak to Cochran to send you their Names. He
has not yet had it. How happy it is for you that
your Parents took care to have you inoculated
when you were an Infant! which puts you out of
that Danger. 13

Friend to pay for their Schooling, and so never
were taught; or else when they were at School,
they Neglected their Studies, were idle, and
wicked, and disobedient to their Masters, and
would not be instructed; and now they Suffer.
Take care therefore, my dear Child, to make a
good Use of every moment of the present Opportunity that is afforded you; and bring away
with you from Geneva such a Stock of Good
Learning & Good Morals, as may recommend
you to your Friends and Country when you return home, make glad the Hearts of your Father
and Mother, and be a Credit to the Place where
you receiv'd your Educations, and to the Masters who have been so good as to take the pains
of Instructing yoU. 14

Franklin closed by saying, "I shall always love you very
much if you continue to be a good Boy; being ever Your
affectionate Grandfather, BF." We do not have Benny's
response to this letter, nor is there another letter extant
from Franklin to him for the next twelve months.
For that twelve-month period we do have eight letters to Franklin from Benny in which he reported dutifully on his scholarly efforts, announced his prize,
promised to continue to try to do well, and pleaded for
companions from Philadelphia or Passy. When Franklin
finally responded he did not mince words:

When Benny wrote back without acknowledging receipt of this letter, which Franklin had had copied and
sent to Benny's mother, Franklin sent him a copy, instructed
him to translate it and to return the translation so that he
might see whether or not Benny had understood. Benny
went him one better and translated the letter of instruction as well, our only extant version of the lost original to
which I alluded earlier.15
The following year, 1781, was an important one for
Benny, though not necessarily for the exchange of letters
with his grandfather. In the spring of 1781, Benny, then
eleven years old, witnessed the early rumblings of civil
unrest at Geneva. For the fttst time his letters reflected a
world beyond the narrow confines of school, and he
described with a certain nonchalance the changes in his
daily existence brought on by the disturbances:

I received a Letter the other day from my dear
Boy, without Date. It always gives me Pleasure
to hear from you, to be inform'd of your Welfare, and that you mind your Learning. It is now
the Season for you to acquire that, at the Expence
of your Friends, which may be of Use to you
when they are dead and gone, and qualify you to
fill some Station in Ufe, that will afford you a
decent Subsistance. You see every where two
Sorts of People. One who are well dress'd, live
comfortably in good Houses, whose Conversation is sensible and instructive, and who are Respected for their Virtue. The other Sort are poor,
and dirty, and ragged and ignorant, and vicious,
& live in miserable Cab bins or Garrets, on coarse
Provisions, which they must work hard to obtain, or which if they are idle, they must go without or Starve. The first had a good Education
given them by their Friends, and they took pains
when at School to improve their Time and increase their Knowledge; The others either had no
4
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... I am enjoying myself at Geneva because Mr.
Marignac has rented a little house in the country
near the city to which we return every morning
to go to the college and we go back every evening
and we sleep there but one thing which has saddened me is that the fair has not taken place because of the affairs of Geneva but they have not
frightened me in the least nevertheless Mr.
Marignac had the goodness to take me to his
brother's country house where I amused myself
even though I was alone. 16
For this same period we have only Franklin's letter
of 16 April 1781, enclosing news of Benny's mother's
patriotic activities and exhorting Benny to be diligent "that
you also may be qualified to do Service to your Country,

and be worthy so good a Mother.»17
Later that year, on 29 September 1781, Benny described to Franklin his joy at the arrival of twelve-yearold Sammy Johonnot, grandson of Franklin's old friend
the Reverend Samuel Cooper of Boston. 18 Sammy, who
had been in boarding school at Passy, had become something of a handful, and Franklin recommended sending
him to Geneva. For Benny, Sammy's arrival was another
break in the routine of school. His companionship was
evidently unlike that offered by the other boys at the pension and also afforded Benny the chance to renew his
practice of English. Two months later Benny reported
the arrival of Robert Montgomery, an old playmate from
Philadelphia. 19 The contact with these two Americans
seemed to give Benny a boost, for his letters became less
formulaic, almost assertive. A bold request in February
1782, for I.e Vqyageur..franfais (The French Traveler) in
twenty-eight volumes, mentioned the pleasure he would
derive from the work as well as its instructional value. 20
When he had to repeat his request for the book in July,
he also asked for a hike in his allowance and in Sammy's.21
At the end of August, with still no word from Franklin,
Benny announced that Franklin's silence on the matter of
the books had been interpreted as consent: he had purchased the twenty-eight volumes. Benny rushed on to
describe the authors he was explicating in class:
"Telemachus, Terence, Sallust, the Cataline orations of
Cicero, Lucian, a Greek author, the testament which is also
a Greek author we learn the verses of Virgil and we explicate them and we are learning Greek grammar."22 The
tone and the detail of these letters suggest that Benny,
about to turn thirteen, had perked up considerably.
In November 1782 Benny wrote to Franklin a longpromised letter in English. 23 This first effort is a stilted
catalog of his daily activities at school, but Benny persisted
in writing to Franklin in English, and when a few months
later Franklin refused him a gold watch, young Ben was
confident enough then to offer a straightforward explanation for his request: " ...you Refuse me a wacth I dont
Insist on asking it no more. I thought that I could obtain
one for 2 reasons 10 Every Boy of my Society has one
of gold or at lest Silver they ar of my age Me. Cramer's
Son that is not as old as me has a gold one I talk to Mr
Marignac about it he told me I did Very well Because I
would find Very good watch's at Geneva but if you Believe one would not serve me I have nothing more to say
having had the fever and not being yet very well I pray
you to excuse the schortness of my letter."24
Now, after a long period of "exile" in a foreign land
and language, Benny's last seven letters to his grandfather

from Geneva are all written in English, as though to underscore his discovery of a more independent voice.
Even as he struggled to remaster his native tongue, Benny's
return to English conveys a growing confidence and an
attempt, I think, to redress the moral imbalance his
grandfather's letters must have made him feel on more
than one occasion.
Unfortunately, these letters also mark the end of the
correspondence with Franklin. In the summer of 1783,
just before his fourteenth birthday, Benny rejoined his
grandfather and cousin at Passy, where he remained until
they all returned to Philadelphia in 1785. Given the importance of Franklin to Benny it would have been interesting to see the adolescent evolve in correspondence with
his grandfather. But Benny continued to record his observations in a diary and in letters to his parents. Although
we'll no longer have Benny's voice, we will be able to draw
on this material in future volumes of the Franklin Papers.
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AdolescentJournals ofGlroHne HealeyDall
HELEN R. DEESE

C

aroline Healey Dall(1822-1912), Bostonborn reformer, lecturer, author of books,
freelance journalist, memoirist, and occasional preacher, began her apprenticeship as a writer at
the age of nine with the keeping of a journal. While still a
child, however, she destroyed her earliest journal when
she discovered her father reading it. For some time thereafter, she ceased her journal keeping. But soon finding
herself unable to quell the need to express herself on
paper, she resumed the habit. The journals of this second period, which ran for several years, survived until Dall
was in her seventies. Then she also destroyed them, out
of regard for her mother, whose mental illness the journals documented all too well. And so Dall's earliest surviving original journal dates from March 1838, when she
was fifteen; from that point on, she records her activities,
thoughts, and feelings until within a few months of her
death at age ninety. This remarkable record of seventyfive years, now at the Massachusetts Historical Society, is,
I suspect, the fullest known account of the life of a nineteenth-century American woman. In this article I will concern myself with the surviving journals of Caroline
Healey's teenage years, that is, from March 1838 until June
1842, when she turned twenty. In this discussion I wish
to treat certain editorial problems raised by these texts,
and then I wish to give you some sense of the nature, significance, and value of the adolescent journals by introducing some of the major issues and themes treated in
them. Finally, I hope briefly to illustrate the power of these
journals.
Caroline Dall created the biggest editorial headache
when she reluctantly destroyed the second phase of her
journals. Not willing that this material be entirely lost to
posterity, she composed in its place what she called her
"Reconstructed Journal." As a retrospective creation it is
not, of course, a contemporaneous journal at all, though
it in part derives from the contemporaneous journals and
in part from Dall's memories in her mid-seventies of her

HELEN R. DEESE, professor emerita of English at Tennessee Technological University, is editing a three-volume edition of the journals
of Caroline Healey Dall for the Massachusetts Historical Society.
She has previously edited Jones Very: The Complete Poems and authored
numerous articles on nineteenth-century American literature.
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early teenage years. The information contained in the Reconstructed Journal is quite valuable to anyone interested
in Dall's biography or in her later journals, and thus I intend in my edition to publish selections from it. But how
and where? I do not wish Volume 1 of this three-volume edition to begin with the Reconstructed Journal,
which is not typical of the journals as a whole, and strictly
speaking is not a journal, a contemporaneous daily record.
Currently I am weighing the possibility of including selections from it as an appendix to Volume 1; alternatively
I am casting about for a mechanism by which the selections from the Reconstructed Journal appear at the beginning of Volume 1, but are somehow clearly
distinguished from the remainder of the text. I am curious to know how other editors may have dealt with similar
problems.
A second editorial problem is the familiar one of
selection. The three published volumes of Dall journals
will include probably less than 50 percent of the total text
of the manuscript journals. I find myself debating such
questions as how much space to give the crushes and flirtations of someone who is to become a major reformer.
What about family squabbles: should I include them at
the expense of omitting, say, her account of a lecture by
Emerson? In general my selection policy for all the journals is to make the selections fairly representative of the
original journals. Certainly I want to avoid making these
volumes simply a chronicle of Dall's encounters with the
great and famous; above all I want to preserve the thread
of her own life story, with its emotional ups and downs,
its mental cruxes, its crises of relationships, as well as its
interplay with public events and prominent ftgures. And
so I am including a certain amount of her adolescent flirtations, side by side with the intellectual awakening that
her attendance at Margaret Fuller's conversations proved
to be, or the spiritual crisis occasioned by her hearing the
lectures of the radical preacher Theodore Parker.
My choice of passages from the early journals is significantly affected by my knowledge of the remaining
seventy years of the journals. The single most important
relationship of Dall's life was that with her father, and the
understanding of this relationship rests heavily on the early
journals. Here are made clear first, her father's exceptional
treatment of her (the oldest of eight children) as a com-

panion, sparring partner, and intellectual equal; and second, his inordinate demands. During her mother's frequent
illnesses and confmements, the pre-teen Caroline Healey
ran the household, wrote novels, read four languages, and
(by the age of thirteen) was publishing articles in religious
papers. Yet her father told her, at age fourteen, that she
had disappointed his expectations, and the painful memory
of this reproach runs like a refrain throughout the adolescent journals. My selections from these journals will also
reflect Healey's persistent personality flaws--especially
what other people saw as her egotism-flaws with which
she struggled, largely ineffectually, throughout her life. As
a teenager her outspokenness and lack of tact were already causing minor problems in relationships; in adulthood these would explode into major traumas. But
balancing the naive self-conceit and presumption that are
already painfully obvious in the journals are the emotional
needs, poignandy expressed, that are also major motifs
for as long as the journals continue: her need for approval,
and especially her need for love.
A fmal and relatively minor editorial problem is created by the fact that Healey has, on a very few occasions,
censored her own journal by cutting out one or more
pages. I deal with each of these situations by a note describing, as far as I can determine, the extent of the destruction of text. In one instance my note will also give
illuminating context to the defacement: On 17 July 1840,
Healey attended, as she often did, the "Annual Visitation"
of the Harvard Divinity School, reporting in her journal
on each of the speeches and speakers. In the middle of
this account, a half-page of the journal is cut out. My check
of a printed program of the event reveals, and my note
will disclose, that there were two remaining student speakers yet to undergo the appraisal of Healey's pen, one of
whom was Charles Henry Appleton Dan, her future husband. Obviously, whatever Healey may have written of
this, her first impression of the man to whom she would
become engaged in less than three years, it was not something that she wanted preserved for posterity.
But what is the subject matter of Caroline Healey's
early journals; what sorts of issues and themes form its
core? Many of the concerns of this text are peculiarly
(though not exclusively) adolescent in nature. Healey used
these writings to sort out her relationship with other family
members, to adjust her religious beliefs to accommodate
the "newness" she encountered in Theodore Parker and
other Transcendentalists, and to work through affairs of
the heart. Yet more centrally, she attempted to work out
a self-concept and to find her vocation, matters that were
complicated on the one hand by the lofty if not extrava-

gant ambitions instilled in her by her father and on the
other by gender issues that seemed to limit her options.
The young Caroline Healey had an extraordinary faith in
her own abilities and her destiny for some great work,
but exacdy the direction that work was to take was a
question she debated in her journals: "I wish I could defme my genius," she mused; should she make her mark in
the world of literature, or in the field of practical benevolence?1 Several months later she wrote, apparendy decisively, "I do not wish-to be known as a Sabbath School
Teacher-so much as a literary woman-not that I do
not appreciate the privilege but that I would rather draw
attention towards myself by my own merits as well as by
those of my cause" (Ms. Journals, 11 September 1841).
But the question was actually far from setded, and what
Caroline Dall eventually found as her "work"-writing
and lecturing in various reform causes-is something of
a cross between the life of philanthropic action and the
one of literary endeavor that she was debating in the early
journals.
Gender issues played into the vocational one. Healey's
mother disapproved of her literary endeavors, remarking upon hearing the cost of writing materials that her
daughter had purchased, ''All that you will ever write in
them, will not be worth the money" (Ms. Journals, 23
August 1838). Forced to interrupt her writing to attend
to domestic duties, she wrote at age sixteen, "I wish I was
a man, in that case I might hope to make something of
myself;-but being a woman I never can" (Ms. Journals,
25 June 1838). And later she protested against the coming-out party that her mother insisted she have, writing,
"why then a slave to custom, should I enter the market
of matrimony? my delicacy revolts at the idea" (Ms. Journals, 20 November 1838). Her determination not to marry
she soon outgrew, but not her questioning of the restrictiveness of woman's sphere. But her stance at this stage
of her life was, perhaps typically, unstable: at one time
she asserted her belief that woman's task is "to remodel
society-not by mounting the pulpit or the rostrum-but
by the quiet-sedative moral influence she is best fitted
to exert" (Ms. Journals, 11 October 1840), while at another she deplored the disparity in the respective educations of men and women: "I wish that women might
enjoy-the advantages of college education, of the severe and studious training, which is lavished upon our
young men,- . .. At fifteen-a woman's educationin common parlance-is finished-at twenty-five-a
man's-but just begun!" (Ms. Journals, 7 July 1839). Why
cannot she go to medical school? she wonders (Ms. J ournals, 27 July 1839). And, visiting the Harvard Library, she
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is indignant at "How little the Harvard students estimate
their advantages-with such a Library-it seems to methat I could never grow tired of life" (Ms. Journals, 15
July 1840).
The world of Caroline Healey's journals, even when
she was a teenager, is far from being all personal and
private. This woman who was in her adulthood to associate with such public figures as leading abolitionists,
women's rights advocates, social science reformers, senators and Supreme Court justices, leading scientific personalities of the day, and First Lady Frances Cleveland, was
already building an impressive list of acquaintances. Those
whom she treats in her journals before she is twenty include Major Thomas Melville, Lydia Maria Child, Daniel
Webster, Josiah Quincy, John Quincy Adams, Charles
Francis Adams, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Elizabeth Palmer
Peabody, Margaret Fuller, Theodore Parker, George and
Sophia Ripley, Dorothea Dix, William Wetmore Story,
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, and Sophia Peabody
Hawthorne. Among the public events commented upon
in these early journals are commencements, class days, and
other public exercises at Harvard; lyceum lectures; concerts and dance performances; dramatic readings; sermons; Transcendentalist "conversations"; Fourth of July
celebrations in Boston; the "Cunard dinner" celebrating
the arrival of the first steamship in Boston from England;
rites of mourning upon the death of William Henry
Harrison; and a ball for the visiting son of Louis-Philippe.
The mention or description of these persons and events
in the journals is generally not an end in itself, but an occasion for Healey's reaction, often astute, frequently revealing of herself, and occasionally withering.
Clearly, writing her journals was an empowering act
for Healey: she might not be able to participate in a
Harvard commencement, but she could pass acerbic or
approving judgment on those who did. Even Margaret
Fuller, who seems to have overawed nearly everyone, did
not overawe the eighteen-year-old Caroline Healey, whose
cool observation upon first meeting her was, "I did not
come away as I expected-Ato do-A feeling that it
would be impossible for me ever to accomplish as much
as Miss Fuller-" (Ms. Journals, 1 March 1841). Healey's
commentary could be devastating, as in her worldly-wise
evaluation of a ball that she had just attended: "I enjoyed
myself-as much as usual-perhaps rather more-The
entertainment was magnificent-the guests were plebeian-and the conversation-folly made audible" (Ms.
Journals, 26 January 1841). One Harvard student, speaker
at class day exercises, is immortalized in Healey's journal
for delivering his oration with a hangover:
8
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It is useless to criticize Orne's2 performanceso disgraceful a failure never occurred in Cambridge. It had neither point nor pretension-the
address to woman-was an insult to her namethe speech--concerning the classics a reproach
to the faculty, and the moral tone of the whole
oration--disgusting hypocrisy. Orne's father arrived last night to hear his son's oration-just as
he was borne home-senseless from a drunken
revel-. A pleasant greeting to a parent truly- .
.. He drank in the course of his oration a pitcher
of water which it would have given me real de-

light to have broken-He could not remember
of course-and in attempting to read-invariably lost his place-which error-he correctedby the indelicacy of drinking in the presence of
the audience. Worse & worse was the order of
every sentence and the Class listened in silent
agony. The Faculty and Dr Walker3 -among
them-were convulsed with laughter. (Ms. Journals, 15 July 1841)

The other world of Caroline Healey's early journals
is the world of ideas. It is clear that by age eighteen what
mattered most to her was the life of the mind. "Even
now," she wrote at nineteen, "when my own mind is intensely active it seems to me as if nothing liYcl beside"
(M:s. Journals, 5 October 1841). That life is brought to
light in many forms and contexts: in extended meditations upon the proper use of what she had no doubt were
her extraordinary talents; in the evolution of her religious
beliefs as they were challenged by the new thought of the
Transcendentalists; in her reactions to her wide reading;
and in her responses to the ideas of the best and bright-

est of her place and time, minds like Emerson, Fuller,
Frederic Henry Hedge, and James Walker. Their ideas she
found inspiring in the most useful sense, as their thought
became the whetstone for her own. Responding to a lecture by Transcendentalist and future Harvard professor
Frederic Henry Hedge on "Genius," she offered in her
journal alternative deftnitions: "I think I could define Talent & Genius-more briefly and accurately than heTalent apprehends "quickly" and applies to its' own
interest-Genius--comprehends and elaborates for the
world-as quickly" (M:s. Journals, 17 February 1841).
Among the writers to whose works she responded with

as much confidence in her judgments as if she were their
seasoned equal herself are Goethe, Emerson, Bulwer,
Cooper, Longfellow, Harriet Martineau, and Shakespeare.
Caroline Healey's own mind and writings also came
under the scrutiny of Caroline Healey, critic. If her critiques of the words and ideas of others seem at times
presumptuous, it is worth noting that she did not spare
even herself. Of her own journals she wrote scathingly,
I have been looking over-my J oumals for '36& 7-and certainly if anything could, make me

humble-disgust me with myself-that
would-such a mass of frivolous self-applause--of nonsensical boasting never met my
eyes-such a self satisfied way of talking about
myself-and my productions-that certainly I
would rather take a dose of Tartar Emetic than
read them again. I was half-inclined to burn
them up-but I . .. reflected that exposed as I
am-to flattery and folly-it would be well to
preserve them-as a powerful antidote- It was
a sore trial of temper-however-to <reflect>
be obliged to own-such trash- I think my
bitterest foe--could wish me no greater misfortune than the publication of those papers-4
(M:s. Journals, 14 August 1839)
At times she found her own journals too much the
reporter of her feelings; after reading Abigail Adams's
letters to her husband she praised them but remarked that
like her own journals they "contain too much sentimenttoo little fact" (M:s. Journals, 5 January 1841). But however much at times she might deplore the overly personal
nature of her journals, elsewhere she recognized that it
was that very subjectivity, the catharsis factor, if you will,
that made journal keeping so useful to her. "This Journal
is my safety valve," she wrote, "and it is well, that I can
thus rid myself of my superfluous steam" (M:s. Journals,
12 November 1839).
And indeed, I would argue, it is Healey's use of her
journals as an outlet for feeling that gives them much of
their compelling power, as opposed simply to the historical
interest that they would otherwise excite. This power is
enhanced by the fact that by the time she was fifteen
Caroline Healey was essentially as fluent, as articulate a
writer, as she ever became, and that, I might add, is no
small claim. In closing, let me illustrate this power by
quoting at some length the sixteen-year-old Healey's impassioned outpouring on her sense of estrangement from
her family and her unsatisfied need for love:
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sure am I that this family will never be united,
while I live-my mother would love me better
were I like Ellen-fond of housework and my
needle-and though she is very, very, dear to me,
never have I sat at her feet and poured out as I
should love to do-the full affection of my soul,
never has she spoken the one word which like
oil upon the waves, calms the troubled soulnever has she encouraged me in my literary labors, never expressed the slightest desire to see
what I have written-and such neglect touches
the sore spot-.... The children of course, seeing that mother has no sympathy with my pursuits, ridicule and despise them too, and this is
very, very wrong-and I am very, very wrong,
for I am hasty & impatient under the lash- My
father, who is nearer to me, than aught else in this
world-cannot feel with me, for he is not a
woman-and so- but now Oh! God! that I
have poured forth my complaints, give me
strength to recapitulate my blessings- there is
no temporal advantage that is not mine-it is the
soul's necessities which are forgotten-my slightest wish is gratified before expressed-and my
mother is ever my advocate-when a new hat,
or a new dress is to be purchased, and my father
seems to take pleasure in giving me every thing
which may adorn my person-the greatest care
has been taken to form my manners-to render
them graceful and dignified, and Affection has
seemed to invent ways to satisfy the eye, to gratify
the ear or the taste, grateful am I for all-but does
this satisfy the craving within me? (Ms. Journals,
3 November1838)
The adolescent journals of Caroline Healey Dall are
worthy of publication in their own right, not merely as
the work of a to-be-famous woman. The editorial problems that they present are no different in kind from those
that might be presented by the works of any adult, nor,
as I hope the few sample passages that I have quoted have
demonstrated, is the audience to which they will appeal
any different. At age seventeen Caroline Healey fantasized
about the use to which her early journals might someday
be put. "Suppose-for instance-I should ever attainall that I wish to attain," she wrote, " ... the first inquiry
of a child would be-upon hearing-that I had done such
& such a thing-'I wonder what sort of a little girl Miss
Healey was-'" Healey then imagined herself handing
10
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over to the child her early journals "and ... she would
see for herself-that after all-'Miss Healey was more
foolish-than the generality of children-and that <after all> she had no excuse for her many extravaganciesbut this-that she had always aspired to something
noble-'" (Ms. Journals, 14 Augus t 1839). Egotis tical, perhaps, but essentially true. The adolescent journals of
Caroline Healey, like the adult journals of Caroline Healey
Dall, reveal a figure who was a complex mix of noble
aspirations and human weaknesses and emotional vu1nerability. These journals combine this appealingly human
persona with Healey's proximity to major figures and significant events, and with her remarkable articulateness. I
believe it likely that these journals will one day find the
broad and sympathetic audience that Caroline Dall herself seemed to anticipate.

Notes
1. Caroline Healey Dall, Manuscript Journals, 27 January 1841,
Dall Papers, Massachusetts Historical Society. Hereafter cited in the
text as "Ms. Journals." I am grateful to the Massachusetts Historical
Society for permission to quote from the Dall Papers.
2. William Henry Orne (d. 1842), member of the Harvard class
of 1841, from Concordia Parish, Louisiana.
3. James Walker (1794-1874) was Alford Professor of Natural
Religion, Moral Philosophy and Civil Polity at Harvard; he was later
president of the college.
4. In fact, Dall did eventually destroy her journals from 1836
and 1837.

Nominations Sought for 2000
ButterfieldAward
The Lyman H. Butterfield Award is presented annually to an individual, project, or institution for contributions in the areas of documentary publication,
teaching, and service. The 1999 recipients were Elizabeth Nuxoll and Mary Gallagher, and the 1998 recipient was Joseph McElrath, Jr. Please send letters
of nomination by 7 August 2000 to the committee
chair, Helen R. Deese, 3101 Westwood Parkway,
Flint, MI 48503. The other members of the committee are Cullom Davis, Joel Myerson, Dorothy
Twohig, and Conrad Wright.

A REVIEW

Sa1monP. Chase and Reconstruction
JEFFREY M. FLANNERY
The Salmon P. Chase Papers, Volume 5: Correspondence, 1865-1873.
Edited by John Niven, James P. McClure, Leigh Johnson, Holly
Byers Ochoa, and Kathleen Norman. Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1998. xxvi + 401pp. S45.00, ISBN 0-87338-618-3.

TI

ultuous and momentous events occurred
in the United States between 1865 and 1873.
Dominating the political arena was the end of
the nation's bloody civil war and the assassination of
Abraham Lincoln, followed by the struggle over Reconstruction and the impeachment of President Andrew
Johnson. In the middle of this ferment stirred the impressive ftgure of Salmon P. Chase, who served as chief justice of the Supreme Court from 1864 to 1873. Born in
1808, in New Hampshire, Chase was nine years old when
sent out West (Ohio) to live with relatives after his father
died. Although fatherless, his family was not without connections, and his uncles included a U.S. senator, Dudley
Chase, and a prominent bishop in the Episcopal Church,
Philander Chase, from whom the youngster received his
initial education and training. Physically large, and described
as handsome, Chase was also imbued with a ftne intellect
and strong work ethic. After graduation from Dartmouth,
and a brief flirtation with teaching in Washington, nc.,
Chase returned to Cincinnati, where he started practicing
law. He gained some recognition as a legal scholar by
publishing a three-volume edition of the Statutes rif Ohio,
and in 1834 married Catherine Jane Garniss. She died less
than two years later, and in 1839 he married Eliza Ann
Smith, who died in 1845. In 1846, Chase married Sarah
Bella Dunlop Ludlow, who died in 1852. Only two of
the six children from these marriages reached adulthood.
Clearly, Chase suffered terrible blows in his personal life,
and never married after the death of his third wife.
In contrast to these personal misfortunes, Chase's
public life prospered. Early in his legal career he represented slaves in freedom cases, which in turn drew him
into the abolition movement. Subsequently, a political life
JEFFREY FLANNERY has served as a reference librarian in the Manuscript Division of the Library of Congress for the past thirteen years.
He received his undergraduate degree from Temple University in
1978, an M.A. in history from Duquesne University in 1983, and an
M.L.S. from the University of Pittsburgh in 1990.

beckoned, and Chase became increasingly active in the
issues of his day. In Ohio, he fttst aligned himself with
the Liberty Party, followed in turn by the Free Soilers, the
Democrats, and, from the late 1850s, the Republicans.
Although he was never beholden to one party, this political flitting about did not seem to inhibit his rise, and
Chase's career generally followed an upward progression
from local to state to national levels. By 1860, he had
served as senator and governor from Ohio, and was active in seeking the presidential nomination from the Republican Party. Although he lost that bid to Abraham
Lincoln, his prominence was such that he was appointed
secretary of the Treasury. In this capacity, he served ably,
helping to secure ftnancing for the Union cause, though
he clashed with Lincoln on matters of policy and personality. He threatened to resign on more than one occasion, and a Chase-weary Lincoln fl1lally accepted the latest
resignation threat in July 1864, much to the secretary's
surprise. In October, however, Lincoln nominated him
as chief justice of the Supreme Court to replace the deceased Roger B. Taney, and he assumed his duties before
the year was out .1
Volume 5 is the concluding issue of the Chase Papers series. The volume begins on 2 January 1865, with a
polite but somewhat chastising letter written by Chase to
General William T. Sherman, and ftnishes with a brief note
written on 5 May 1873, by a man obviously afflicted with
the accumulated slights of old age, and who knows he is
near his end (he died 7 May). In between are 213 letters
and other documents selected from a considerably larger
body of papers left by Chase. Though volume 5 covers
a broader chronological span than the two preceding
volumes, which included the Civil War years, this arrangement "reflects the actual quantities of correspondence
surviving from the major phases of his career."2 The
majority of the entries are writings by Chase, but this last
volume does include a fair number of letters addressed
to him.
The emphasis of the correspondence weighs heavily
on the political events of the day. By January 1865, the
Confederacy was staggering toward defeat, and Chase
was turning his attention toward Reconstruction. His
position notwithstanding, the new chief justice was not
going to shy away from offering his written opinion to
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political followers, military commanders, congressional
officials, and presidents, which was pretty much the way
he had acted in his previous offices. In the 2 January letter
to Sherman, Chase spoke up for the rights of African
Americans, who he feared were suffering "harshness"
during Sherman's march to the sea. He privately distributed the text of his letter to President lincoln advising
him on Reconstruction policy. Shortly after lincoln's assassination, he toured several Southern states, and sent his
observations to President Johnson. 3 Students of the Reconstruction period can debate the correctness or effectiveness of Chase's efforts, but his transition to the third
branch of government certainly did not silence his voice.
As might be expected, Chase's work on the Supreme
Court engaged much of his time, and the editors are careful not to exclude correspondence relating to the most
important cases. Interwoven among political missives are
several exchanges discussing ex Parte McCardle, Texas v.
White, Hepburn v. Griswold, and others, where the chief
justice and his correspondents discuss the merits and results of the Court's opinions. Of course, most of the
important litigation before the Court involved Reconstruction issues, such as the authority of military courts,
the integration of the former Confederate states into the
Union, and loyalty oaths. These discussions complement
other correspondence found in the book
But perhaps Chase's most visible duty as chief justice
was displayed during President Johnson's Senate impeachment trial in the spring of 1868. Chase thought impeachment "unwise," even though he disagreed with the
president's policies, but he wrote that "I have endeavored
to be & I believe I have been perfectly unbiased," and
carried out his responsibilities very seriously in his role as
presiding judge. 4 It is probably safe to assume that when
the editors were compiling this volume they did not anticipate that the second presidential impeachment trial in
the nation's history would begin so soon after publication. If they could have foretold the future they might have
included more items relating to the trial.
Or maybe not, because the impeachment issue is soon
supplanted by attention to the upcoming presidential election. Like other nominees, Justice Chase was positioning
himself (or allowing himself to be positioned) as a presidential candidate for the Democratic Party in 1868. If the
record casts a good and proper light on Chase's conduct
during the impeachment trial, it also shines a bit brightly
and unseemly on his attempts to secure the presidency.
Chase's ambition, noted by his contemporaries and biographers, propelled him to seek the presidency, even at
the risk of abandoning his party of the moment, the
12
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Republicans. But even in allowing for the nineteenth
century's usual custom of candidates' demurral when
seeking higher office, the editors show through their selections that Chase's protestations did not ring so convincingly in the summer of 1868. He permitted his daughter,
Kate Chase Sprague, to act as his campaign manager
during the complicated maneuvering which accompanied
the Democratic convention in New York, but the prize
was not to be bestowed. One of the nation's most involved politicians was going to remain on the Court, but
his activity was seriously curtailed when he suffered a debilitating stroke in August 1870. Chase recovered to some
degree, but his physical decline is reflected in the volume,
and it is instructive to note that the ftrst 339 pages cover
the years 1865 through 1870, while only 30 pages treat
the remaining two and a half years of his life.
Editorially, volume 5 follows in the capable footsteps
of its predecessors. The textual procedures are delineated
clearly and followed consistently. Annotations are relevant
and concise, and it is rare when an individual is not identified, no matter how obscure. A useful feature at the head
of each entry lists the reel and frame number on the microftlm edition of the Chase Papers, thereby directing
readers to that fuller trove of documents. Some readers
may wish for more documentation of Chase's family,
social, or legal careers (Chase's daughter, Kate, may be
worth a volume of letters unto herself), but the truth is
that Chase's life was consumed and driven by politics,
specifically by his quest for the presidency. Students seeking insights into the other sides of Chase's life will have
to refer to the microftlm edition.
Since the inception of the Salmon P. Chase Papers,
the project has been shepherded by an able team of editors, headed by the late John Niven, who died while the
last volume was in press. Although disheartened by this
loss, students and scholars can take solace in the fact that
Professor Niven's work ably preserved and disseminated
the legacy of Chase, a pivotal figure during the nineteenth
century struggles to shape and defme America.

Notes
1. Chase's life has received full treatments in John Niven,
Salmon P. Chase: A Biography (New York: Oxford University Press,
1995); Albert Bushnel Hart, Salmon Portland Chase (Boston:
Houghton, Mifflin, 1899); and Frederick Blue, Salmon P. Chase: A
Lift in Politics (Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1987).
Concise biographical information can be found in the American
National Biography (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999),
Dictionary of American Biography (New York: Scribner's, 1930), and
Justices of the United States Supreme Court: Their Lives and Major Opinions

(New York: Chelsea House, 1969).
2. Salmon P. Chase Papers, p. xxiii.
3. Ibid.,Salmon P.Chase (SPC) to William T. Sherman, p. 3;
SPC to Abraham Lincoln, pp.15-16; SPC to Andrew Johnson, p.4751.
4. Ibid., SPC to Milton Sutliff, p. 226, SPC to Clark Williams,
p. 215.

Correspondence ofWUJiam
JamesWmsMortonN.
CohenAward
The fifth Morton N. Cohen Award for a Distinguished Edition of Letters has been given to The Correspondence of William James, edited by Ignas K.
Skrupskelis and Elizabeth M. Berkeley and published
by the University Press of Virginia. The award is sponsored by the Modern Language Association of
America.
The citation for the edition reads: "This volume
fulfills all the criteria for the award, including the stipulation that the edition 'should be in itself a work of
literature.' The editorial apparatus is outstanding and
includes a number of features that any scholar will
greet with delight. The family tree, the list of letters,
the chronology of extant letters, the Biographical
Register, and the Bibliographical Note give clear and
useful information about the corpus of letters. A sort
of minibiography, the introduction offers an overview of the letters to follow. The notes cover what
any biographer or scholar would want to know about
William James and his correspondents. This beautifully laid out edition enables readers to watch a fertile, brilliant, and affectionate mind at work and play."
Ignas K. Skrupskelis is professor emeritus of philosophy at the University of South Carolina and has
headed the editing team since 1988. Elizabeth M Berkeley has served as associate editor since the first volume of The Correspondence of William James was
published in 1988.
The Morton N. Cohen Award is presented biennially, in odd-numbered years. The winner of the first
award, presented in 1991, was The Correspondence of
Charles Darwin, edited by Frederick Burkhardt and
Sydney Smith and published by Cambridge UniversityPress.

EUzabethNuxoll and Mary
Gallagher Receive 1999
ButterfieldAward
Elizabeth Nuxoll and Mary Gallagher, editors of
The Papers of Robert Morris, were named recipients of
the 1999 Butterfield Award.
The award committee described them as "loyal
and active members of the ADE," who "are being
given the award because of their good work as editors, keeping the edition going through extremely difficult times of funding and moving it to completion,
and because of their many other services to the editorial community.
"Both of them are tireless in their efforts to keep
up with a wide range of list serves that are of interest to editors, passing on pertinent information
through SEDIT-L. They give papers at scholarly
conferences and to public gatherings that make use
of documentary editions and illustrate the importance
of primary research."
The committee also cited their service to the
ADE: Mary Gallagher has chaired the Butterfield
Award, Nominating, and Membership committees
and has served on the Program, Education, and
Publications committees. Betty Nuxoll has coordinated the annual Women's Interest Breakfast. "They
are excellent editors and exemplary colleagues."
This year's awards committee was Joel Myerson
(chair), Cullom Davis, Helen Deese, Dorothy Twohig,
and Conrad E . Wright.

Elizabeth Nuxoll, Ann Gordon, Mary Gallagher, and Joel
Myerson. Photo by Tom Mason.
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A REVIEW

War Stories
MICHAEL E. STEVENS
Home Front Soldier: The Story of a GI and His Italian American FamilY
During World War II. Richard Aquila, ed. Albany: State University
of New York Press, 1999. xi + 280 pp. S65.00 (cloth), ISBN 07914-4075-3; S21.95 (paper), ISBN 0-7914-4076B1.

O

ne of the joys of documentary editing is
the opportunity to watch stories unfold in
the documents. Thus, it is not surprising
to see academic and trade presses publishing works aimed
at a popular audience that rely heavily on historical texts.
In the past several decades, documentary editors have done
a remarkable job in creating standards, although most of
their energies have focused on scholarly editions. Those
efforts have been less successful in reaching those who
prepare popular editions. Home Front Soldier is a good
example of a work that effectively uses documents to tell
a story, yet has not benefited from the application of
modern editorial standards.
Home Front Soldier is, above all, a labor of love. A
mixture of social history and family lore, this collection
of family letters is interesting, informative, and, at times,
moving. Richard Aquila, professor of history and director of the American Studies Program at Ball State University, and host of National Public Radio's Rock & Roll
America, has edited and annotated the World War II-era
letters of his father, Philip Aquila. The elder Aquila, the
son of working-class Italian immigrants in Buffalo, New
York, served stateside during the war as a chemical warfare instructor between 1943 and 1946. Following Philip's
death in 1994, his historian-son acquired a collection of
five hundred letters that Philip had sent to his sister, Mary,
between August 1944 and November 1945.
On ftrst learning of the existence of his father's letters, Richard Aquila had hoped to find commentary on
the war and the great public issues of the time, but the
letters turned out to be far more typical of the genre
E. STEVENS is Wisconsin State Historian and administrator
of the Division of Public History at the State Historical Society of
Wisconsin. He is co-author of Editing Historical Documents: A Handbook of Practice and the editor of eleven documentary volumes, including Letters from the Front, 1898-1945; Women Remember the War,
1941-1945; and Yester~'s Future: The Twentieth Century Begins.
MICHAEL
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written by young men away from home for the ftrst time.
They contained accounts of the mundane events of life
in the stateside military and commented extensively on
family concerns back at home. As a historian, Aquila recognized that the letters provided a running commentary
on the dynamics of family life among Italian Americans
of the era. They revealed deep bonds of affection in the
Aquila family as well as petty feuds and squabbles, and
shed light on the hopes and dreams of young people
separated by war. Collectively, they offered insights into
the many roles that Phil Aquila had to play-son, brother,
husband, father, soldier, and ftrst-generation American.
Shifting between his roles as historian and as family commentator, Richard Aquila teases out the meaning of the
letters in the introduction, the epilogue, and the annotation. In the introduction, he tells the story of his acquisition of the letters, his family'S history, and the larger
meaning of the texts. Reading the letters serially, one finds
oneself enmeshed in the inner workings of this particular
working-class family and caring about the outcome of
their daily tasks, misunderstandings, and joys. This volume
is not a conventional edition, in which the editor maintains a reserve and distance from the subject, but is a
personal tribute of a son to his father. It suggests ways in
which documentary materials, selected and presented, can
provide readers with the same sense of discovery that
historians experience.
Aquila adds explanatory notes in the text of the letters within brackets that are written in a colloquial, conversational style. His departure from a conventional form
of annotation gives the book an engaging, personal touch.
The rationale behind some of his choices for annotation
seems obscure. Why add a note that describes a mailing
sticker used to send a cross to his mother (p. 100)? Why
transcribe the text of a preprinted Mother's Day card (p.
162)? His description of a novena as "a special Catholic
Easter service" is off the mark (p. 141).
Given Aquila's interest in telling his father's story
through his letters as opposed to a traditional narrative, it
is a pity that his treatment of the text itself is so problematic. The editor fails by telling the reader little about
his editorial practices. He notes that in minor instances
names have been changed to avoid "embarrassment," that

"extraneous statements have been removed as indicated
by ellipses," that repetitive phrases used to open letters
have been deleted along with "general comments about
the weather or other superfluous statements that add nothing to the narrative" (p. 49). This brief statement raises
more questions than it answers. What is the difference
between an "extraneous statement" and a "superfluous"
one? Are both noted with ellipses? How many names have
been changed? Might these not have at least been noted
by putting the pseudonyms in brackets?
Aquila's silence on other textual questions is equally
troubling. Did he change spelling, capitalization, and punctuation? Did he correct grammar and syntax? Because he
uses the ftrst page of a letter of 22 April 1945 as an illustration on page 5, one can deduce an editorial policy by
comparing it to the text that is printed on page 152. Aquila
corrected spelling ("dessert" becomes "desert"); modifted punctuation ("its" is transformed to "it's" and a
comma is added to a series); changed ampersands to
"and"; and standardized capitalization ("ma" becomes
"Ma"). Each of these interventions could have been easily justifted, especially in a volume aimed at a popular audience, but the absence of a statement of editorial practice
leaves the reader wondering about how the text has been
handled.
One might argue that, in a volume such as Home Front
S oidier, concerns over the treatment of the text are pedantic. One can still read and enjoy the letters without
knowing editorial policy. Yet Aquila himself argues that
his edition will "demonstrate the impact that public education had on immigrant families" and that his father's generation was "schooled enough in grammar and sentence
structure" (p.ll). To do this, we need to see what his father actually wrote. The younger Aquila's editorial interventions and his silence on textual matters obstructs that
end and leaves the reader guessing what was written by
the father and what was changed by the son.
Home Front S oidier shows how documentary materials can be used to reach a popular audience and suggests
ways for historians to use texts creatively. It is unfortunate that university press review committees do not insist
that authors exercise more care in the way they present
edited documents. It also reminds documentary editors
of the importance of educating their historian colleagues
and university press editors about the importance of
documentary standards.

Boydston Prize for 1999
Ronald A. Bosco has been awarded the third J 0
Ann Boydston Essay Prize for "The Expanding Textual Circle of New England Transcendentalism," Text
11 (1998). The essay-review begins with a four-page
prologue which contains an overview of the historical and cultural signiftcance of New England Transcendentalism from the 1830s to the 1860s and the
recent editorial history of the works of Thoreau and
Emerson, as well as Margaret Fuller, Convers Francis,
William Ellery Channing, Elizabeth Palmer Peabody,
Louisa May Alcott, and other less-known ftgures in
the circle of Transcendentalism. The review itself
focuses on Jones Very: The Complete Poems, edited by
Helen R. Deese (University of Georgia Press, 1993)
and The Selected Letters of Mary Moocfy Emerson, edited
by Nancy Craig Simmons (University of Georgia
Press, 1993).
The citation reads: "Professor Bosco's essay-review not only takes into account the cultural and historical
significance of New England
Transcendentalism but also places Jones Very and
Mary Moody Emerson within that intellectual and literary context in an artfully fashioned narrative that
demonstrates their own importance as well as that
of scholarly editions of biographical criticism; it is a
model of scholarly erudition and critical acumen that
successfully addresses both editorial specialists and
non-specialist readers and that argues lucidly and convincingly that new editions of previously little-known
or underappreciated literary ftgures are important in
shaping and modifying our knowledge of American literature and culture."
The Boydston Prize committee members were
George 1. Geckle III (chair), Joseph R. McElrath,Jr.,
and Barbara Oberg.
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ANewJeffersonDocwnent
The following recently discovered document sheds important light not only on the underlying causes of the American Revolution but also on
the relatively unexplored, but nonetheless vital, history of grant making. The document is what is called in grants biz a "questions letter," one
of the many ways in which grants analysts attempt to help applicants.

'1'0: 5Wr. rz: Jefferson
Prom: Jtts 5Wajesty's qrants Office, tlie Court of1.(jng qeorge III
Jufy 25, 1776
!J)ear5Wr. Jefferson:
'We liave mufyourproposaCwitli great interest. Certainfy, yourconsUfera6Ce unaertaRj7IfJ aoes merit serious consUferation. Vnfortunatefy, tlie
proposaCfaiCs to meet many of tlie requirea specifications for proposaCs to tlie Crown, so we must return tlie aocument for furtlier revision. 'TIie
foffowing questions miglit 6e ofassistance:
l)Inyouropeningparagrapliyou use tlieplirase «tlie Laws of!Nature ana!Nature's qotf. "'WIiat are tliese Caws? In wliatway are tliey tlie criteria
on wliicli you 6ase your centraCarguments?
2) In tlie same paragrapli you referto tlie «opinions ofmanlijntf. "'WIiat survey resuCts are you usi7IfJ? 11Jitliout specific evilfence, it seems to us
tlie «opinions ofmanlijna" are, not to 6e jCippant, a matter ofopinion.
3)jls you say in tlie proposa~ you liot;;{certain trutfis to 6e se(f-evitfent. Cout;;{you pCease eCa60rate? Iftliey are as evilfent as you cCaim tlien it
slioutanot 6e aifficuCtforyou to Cocate tlie appropriate supporting statistics.
4) «Life, Li6erty, ana tlie pursuit ofliappiness" seem to 6e tlie goaCofyourproposa! 'Iliese are not measura6Ce goaCs. CPCease quantify.
5)%u provitfe a Cong fist of «grievances. 'We suggest tliatyou 6e Cess wliining in tone. jlCso, tlie fist sliout;;{precetfe tlie statement ofgoaCs, not
foffow it. In otlierworas, yourpro6Cem statement neeas improvement.
JJ

6) 'Wlio among tlie signatories is tlie project airector, wlio is tlie sponsoring institution officiaC? jlCso, ourgrants officers liatfaifficuCty even
aetermining wliat is tlie sponsoring institution. In atftfition, is tliere an atfvisory committee ant£, ifso, wliat wi{{6e its auties?
7)%urstrategyforacliievingyourgoaCsisnotwe{{tfevefopetf.%ustatetliattliecoConies«0UfJIitto6ePreeanaIntfepenaentStates."J(owwi{{
tliis 6e accompfislieaanaliow Cong wi{{it taR.!? 'We liavefouna tliat a CittCeforesig lit in tliese areas lieCps to prevent careCess errors Cater on ant£, inaeea,
lieCps guamagainst tlie tenaency to unaerestimate tlie Cengtli oftime necessary to compCete tlie wo~
8) 'You must incCutfe agoaCs clieclftst. jlgainst wliat performance measures slioutayourproject 6ejutfgetf? 'We liave 6een requiring tliis since Q}leen
jlnne's 'War. I miglit atfi{tliat in every respect it is agooaitfeaforgrant applicants tofamiCiarize tliemseCves witli tlie grant agency's policies anagoaCs.
'Ilie propos~forex..ampCe, aoes not eJiPCain liow tlie project woutasignificantfy atfvance tlie overa{{06jectives CaUfout inJtts 5Wajesty 's qrants Office
StrategicCPCan.

9)'WIiat impact wi{{yourprogram liave? 'YourfaiCure to incCutfe any assessment oftliis inspires CittCe confo£ence in tlie Cong-ra7IfJe prospects of
yourunaertalijng.
10) cp(ease su6mit a time-Cine, a staffing pCan, ana a 6utfget sliowing tlie requirea feveC of cost-sliari7IfJ. jlCso, pCease aemonstrate tlie costeffectiveness ofyourstrategies.

We liope tliese questions are usefu{ and we fooijorwartf to your revision.
In tlie 1(jng's Service
Lon[ CJlyron Cliesterton,
His !Majesty's (}Wya{ (jrantsjInaCyst

"I",t,.JJ..,;JJ,. u-... 111. 'IJ tID;t -U-~.
"I,
[!be addendum is in another hand.]

Editor's note: We were IInable to provide an image of the original domment. It is in private hands, and the owner fears that facsimile reproduction wOllld reduce its
market value. We thank Roger B1'IIns for providing this transcription.
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The ADE Annual Meeting Sessions
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA, OCTOBER 1999

Spotlight on the University
Chair: Frank Grizzard
The Annual Meeting of the Association for Documentary Editing began on Thursday, 1 October 1999.
During this session ADE members toured six important
humanities-based research and instructional centers housed
at the University of Virginia that incorporate technology
useful to documentary editors. Participants included John
Unsworth, director of the Institute for Advanced Technology in the Humanities; Matthew Gibson, assistant director of the Electronic Texts Center; Rick Provine,
director of the Robertson Media Center; Edward Gaynor,
assistant director of Special Collections and director of
Special Collections Digital Center; Terry Belanger, director of the Book Arts Press; and Patrick Yott, director of
the Geospatial Digital Center.
The session began in Newcomb Hall's South Meeting Room and adjourned to Clemons Library, the location of the Robertson Media Center, and Alderman
Library, the location of the five other centers. (Alderman
Library is also home to several of the 1999 meeting's
sponsors-the Papers of James Madison, the Letters of
William James, the Papers of George Washington, and
the Bibliographical Society of the University of Virginia.)
The simultaneous and multiple sessions at the various centers allowed each ADE member to tour at least three of
the centers, in small groups, where the directors of the
participating sites demonstrated ongoing research projects
and discussed how the site might be relevant to documentary editing and helpful to documentary editors. The sessions concluded by regrouping in the Newcomb Hall
South Meeting Room for a lively question-and-answer
period with the directors of the centers.
Frank Grizzard
Women's Interest Network Breakfast
Chair: Elizabeth M. Nuxoll
The 1999 Women's Interest Network Breakfast featured "A Sampling of the Papers of Dolley Madison."
"A few hours only have passed since you left me my
beloved," Dolley Madison wrote her husband on 23
October 1805, "and I find nothing can releave the oppression of my mind but speaking to you in this only
way." Thus Dolley Madison expressed how important the

writing and receiving of letters were to her, not only in
1805 when she remained in Philadelphia for medical treatment while her husband returned to Washington, but for
her wellbeing throughout her life. A sense of these letters
was the topic of this year's Women's Interest Network
Breakfast, now officially open to all members and topics, and renamed just The Breakfast.
David Mattern, senior associate editor of the Papers
of James Madison, and Holly Shulman, research associate professor in Studies in Women and Gender at the
University of Virginia, gave the presentation. After a brief
introduction by Mattern, they read from a dozen letters
ranging from 1793 to 1848. The letters were chosen to
illustrate Dolley Madison not only as first lady, but as a
young woman being courted by Mr. Madison, as a distraught mother of a wayward son, and as a devoted sister, among her many and varied roles.
Mattern and Shulman are co-editing a letterpress edition of the selected correspondence of Dolley Madison
for the University Press of Virginia, and will then produce a complete electronic archive of her letters in coordination not only with the Papers ofJames Madison and
the University Press of Virginia but also with the Virginia
Center for Digital History and the University's Electronic
Text Center.
Holly C. Shulman

At the Grownups' Table: Texts of Children and
Adolescents
Chair: Sandra Gioia Treadway
This session focused on the special challenges and
problems faced by three editors who are working on texts
written by children or adolescents. James P. McClure (currently associate editor of the Papers of Thomas Jefferson,
formerly on the staff of the Salmon P. Chase Papers)
began by describing a one-volume selected edition of the
correspondence between nineteenth-century politician and
Supreme Court Justice Salmon P. Chase and his daughters Nettie and Kate. Using an overhead projector with
photographs of his subjects and samples of their writing, McClure drew the audience's attention to letters ''written" by Nettie Chase at age three, before she had the ability
to read or write, and described how he and his co-editors, Erika Kreger and Peg Lamphier, decided to handle
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attribution of authorship, the obvious intervention in the
creation of the documents by an older relative, and other
issues raised by the letters. He expressed his view that
documentary editors have paid too little attention to the
writings of young subjects and suggested that a modification of established editorial rules may at times be necessary to do justice to these materials.
Helen Deese, professor of English emerita at Tennessee Technological University, presented the session's
second paper, on the adolescent journals of Caroline
Healey Dall, a Boston-born reformer, lecturer, author, and
memoirist. Deese is currently preparing a selected threevolume edition of Dall's journals for the Massachusetts
Historical Society. Although Dall kept a journal for more
than seventy-five years, beginning at age nine, she destroyed her early writings when she discovered her father
reading them. Much later in life, she reconstructed her
youthful journal. Deese's presentation focused on how she
is treating the "reconstructed" journal in her forthcoming
edition and also on the selection criteria she is using to
ensure that her edition appropriately reflects the private
as well as public life of her famous subject. Unlike
McClure, Deese did not encounter any unique issues or
problems that she could not resolve by applying the standard editorial rules and guidelines that are used in editing
the papers of adults.
Karen Duval, associate editor of the Papers of Benjamin Franklin, presented the third paper, on the letters
exchanged by Benjamin Franklin and his namesake grandson, Benjamin Franklin (Benny) Bache. She described the
fascinating series of letters written by, to, or about Benny
between 1776 and 1785, when Benny was in school in
Europe yet under his diplomat grandfather's care. Duval
recounted the rich information that can be found in the
correspondence and described the dilemma faced by the
editors of the Franklin Papers, who can include only a
few of the letters in their series as they are tangential to
the larger project.
The three presentations absorbed most of the time
allotted for the session, limiting formal comment and
questions from the audience. Comments by Sandra
Treadway, deputy director of the Library of Virginia, and
from the audience focused on several of the issues raised
in James McClure's paper, particularly the need for editors to take seriously and be sensitive to the voices of
young authors and subjects.
Sandra Gioia Treadway
Note: Helen Deese} and Karen Duval} papersfrom this session appear in this issue.
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ComingTogetheron the Web: VIeWS fromArchivists
and librarians
Chair: Richard J. Finneran
In "Tagging the Tuckers of Virginia," John D.
Haskell, Jr., described his work on an electronic edition
of the correspondence and other papers of St. George
Tucker (1752-1827), his family, and friends from the extensive collection at the College of William and Mary. The
papers provide a rich source for the social, military, and
economic history of the American Revolution. The first
stage of the project is the creation of a digital image of
each page, in most cases by using a flatbed scanner. Files
will be saved in both archival and webpage resolutions.
In the second stage, the documents will be inventoried
and transcribed according to current standards. SGML
markup will be added in the third stage, using the Document Type Definition (DTD) being developed and refined by the Model Editions Partnership. After the markup
has been validated, the final stage will be the creation of
a full MARC (machine readable cataloguing) record for
each document. The descriptive cards that the Colonial
Williamsburg Foundation-the former repository of the
Tucker Papers--prepared for each document will facilitate production of the MARC records. A Tucker
homepage will provide easy access to the edition and to
other related materials.
Ralph H. Orth's "From Page to (Computer) Screen:
Creating an Annotated On-Line Edition" described his
role in an electronic edition of the correspondence of
George Perkins Marsh (1801-1882), a man of many talents best known as the author of a pioneering work on
the effect of the human race on the environment: Man
and Nature; or Pf?ysical Geograpf?y as Modified ~ Human Action. The University of Vermont Library is publishing
approximately five hundred of the several thousand surviving letters on its website, transcribed, annotated, and
usually accompanied by a digital image. The new possibilities in annotating materials for the web were illustrated
by a highly allusive passage from an 1850 letter describing a visit to Rome. The note on the statue The Dying Gladiator (now known as The Dying Gau~, for instance, can
include not only a photograph but also links to other letters in which it is mentioned, to web sites on Greek and
Roman sculpture, and so forth. Orth concluded by arguing that for some allusions a single note will suffice
throughout the edition, whereas with other references the
notes will have to be tailored to the specific context.
The Marsh edition was further addressed by Elizabeth H. Dow in "Creating a Back-of-the-Book Index
When the Book Is Not a Book." Basic indexing principles

for printed materials have been defined differently by three
groups: librarians, database developers, and documentary
editors. Ubrarians use precoordinated terms from the
controlled vocabulary established by the Ubrary of Congress; database developers rely on the search capabilities
of the computer and use postcoordinated terms; and
documentary editors use precoordinated terms from an
idiosyncratic vocabulary. The best solution currently available for electronic editions is to implement a system of
searchable tagging. Further work is needed to
precoordinate terms and develop standardized linkages.
Richard J. Finneran

The Beat Goes On: Copyright Laws for the Millennimn
Chair: Edmund W Kitch
Randall Tietjen, a .Minneapolis attorney who is editing the correspondence of Clarence Darrow, presented
a summary of the copyright law tailored to the interests
of documentary editors. He focused on investigating
copyright ownership and emphasized the difficulties of
finding the owner or owners of an unpublished work.
He suggested that editors take advantage of the ''Watch
File" maintained by the University of Texas at Austin,
which lists owners of such works. He discussed how to
set a reasonable scope for one's efforts and what to do
if sued. Tietjen distributed an extremely useful summary
of copyright law which he will send upon request, so long
as his supply lasts. His address is 1201 Yale Place, #511,
Minneapolis, MN 55403.
Robert Schulmann, of the Einstein Papers Project,
described some of the practical copyright problems that
have arisen in the publication of Einstein's papers. He
emphasized the conflicts that arose among the beneficiaries of Einstein's estate, and among different family members who owned different rights. Einstein's "ftrst" family
had the actual letters he wrote to his first wife, but the
stepchildren of the second marriage owned the copyright
to those letters. This led to an extended discussion of the
difference between ownership of the tangible object versus ownership of the intangible rights, one of the central
concepts of copyright.

On the Eve of the Millennium: A Roundtable on
Editorial Anxiety
Chair: Mary-Jo Kline
This session inspired considerable speculation and
suspense among ADE members: while the conference
program disclosed that Mary-J 0 Kline would chair the
proceedings, the actual contributors to the discussion were

described merely as "to be announced." In fact, the five
editors who had agreed to share their hopes and fears for
the twenty-ftrst century were (in order of appearance):
Esther Katz, editor and director of the Margaret Sanger
Papers at New York University; Robert Rosenberg, director of the Thomas A. Edison Papers at Rutgers University; Barbara Oberg, general editor of the Thomas
Jefferson Papers at Princeton University; Beth Luey, director of the Scholarly Publishing Program at Arizona
State University; and Joseph R. McElrath, professor of
English at Florida State University and an editor of the
works of Charles Chesnutt and of Frank Norris.
Esther Katz's anxieties centered on the future of the
book in an age of electronic technology just as she begins the letterpress phase of the Sanger edition. She asked
whether we will be producing book editions for an audience that is less disposed than ever to read them. She argued that editors could not continue to privilege print
editions in the twenty-ftrst century as they have in the
twentieth. Electronic editions are not simply digital versions of print editions, but rather competitive alternatives
to them. Therefore, editors must begin to consider the
digital revolution when conceptualizing their letterpress
editions. And she suggested that editors-and fundersmust begin rethinking the way that we produce letterpress
editions and ask ourselves the hard question: What kind
of book edition should I prepare for the twenty-ftrst century?
Bob Rosenberg's concerns regarded the transition of
documentary editions to electronic forms. The challenge
he sees here is making these electronic editions as good
and as useful to their audiences as traditional book and
microform editions have been. Closely related problems
will be getting good technical support for electronic publications and creating standards for Web-based publications and maintaining those standards in a time of
uncritical enthusiasm for any and all electronic methods.
In contrast to others on the panel, Barbara Oberg
admitted that although she recognized the problems of
funding and technology she also wanted us to enter the
twenty-ftrst century enjoying some of the successes we
had had. The profession overcame a series of crises in
the last two decades, and documentary editors and their
supporters now f11ld themselves in a period of relative
stability and promise. While not discounting the possibility of crises in the future, she did ask that we "enjoy
the moment and savor our successes."
From the perspective of a teacher of would-be editors, Beth Luey saw her greatest challenge as deciding what
will be most important to teach the young men and
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women who will be the editors of the twenty-ftrst century. Rather than hazard guesses about speciftc skills and
topics that the editorial curricula of the third millennium
will include, she identifted ftve basic values that should underlie all such programs: the ftrst, meticulousness, can be
taught; the others can only be encouraged and nurtured:
curiosity, honesty, flexibility, and generosity.
Joe McElrath began his reflections with good news:
"hits," "lits," and even "flits" (editors of the works of
philosophers) are now reconciled to the fact that they are
all documentary editors. However, while "universal fteld
theory" of textual editing has fallen into disuse and disregard by editors with backgrounds in literature who now
embrace the methods of documentary editing, there are
hundreds-perhaps thousands-of documentary editors
with little or no connection with the methods or membership of the major associations of professional editors,
the ADE and the Society for Textual Studies. He ascribed
much of this problem to the reluctance of editors and
their funding agencies to recognize the importance of
programs of outreach to the editors who are operating
without reference to the experience and resources of the
ADE and STS memberships. Both editors and their
funders, Joe argued, must not only come to terms with
the need to communicate with such editors and wouldbe editors but also to accept the fact that production
schedules for editorial projects will have to be adjusted
to make allowance for the addition of "outreach" to the
duties of professional editors.
Mary-Jo Kline

devices as inserting full names, correctly spelled. It is also
useful to provide modernized, diplomatic, and facsimile
(image) versions, along with summaries. He pointed out
the disparity of audiences for web-based documents, the
increase in expectations, and the gap between what is
available and the skills needed for teaching the materials.
Charles E. Moss, who teaches eighth-grade civics at
the Louisa County Middle School in Mineral, Virginia, described the ways he uses documents in his classroom. He
has created a graphic organizer and a document analysis
worksheet that students use in analyzing documents that
contributed to the framing of the Constitution. In his
teaching, he stressed, a glossary and extensive annotation
are necessary.
Carol Conrad, head of the History Department of
the Providence Country Day School in East Providence,
Rhode Island, recommended using documents in teaching critical thinking skills to all students, not just the academically gifted. Computer technology has improved
access to documents; the challenge is to frame their use,
to provide discipline, and to generate educational value.
She cited Discovering the American Past, a document collection that states a problem, provides background, establishes a method for working with documents, the
documents themselves, open-ended questions, and an
epilogue. She noted the need for paperback editions of
documents that are focused and affordable.

Documents in the Classroom: Why, How, and
What?
Chair: C. James Taylor
The Saturday session was devoted to the use of documents in college and precollege teaching. Lloyd Benson,
from the Department of History at Furman University,
described his use of printed document collections as
sources for role playing and debates. He also discussed a
variety of ways to use documents in electronic formats,
including researching speciftc questions or performing
content analysis. As a teacher, he said, he is looking for
accessibility, variety, focus, and controversy.
David Seaman (Electronic Texts Center, University
of Virginia) discussed the provision of documents in electronic formats. The ETC has found that most of its users are high school students, and the most popular materials are documents. For materials to be useful to this audience, their searchability must be enhanced by such
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Sandra Gioia Treadway, Karen Duval, James P. McClure,
and Helen Deese. Photo by Sharon Ritenour Stevens.

Minutes oftheADEAnnualBusiness Meeting
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA, 7 OCTOBER 1999
President Leslie Rowland called the meeting to order at 4:30 p.m.
The minutes of the 1998 annual business meeting, as
published in the March 1999 Documentary Editing, were
approved.
The President welcomed new members of ADE
who were attending the meeting and thanked members
of the program and local arrangements committees, and
the local sponsors. She also thanked the council and committee members who attended the council meeting. President Rowland said she would be unable to deliver the
presidential address because of a family illness.
Secretary's Report
Secretary Susan Perdue reported the results of the 1999
election, in which 77 ballots were cast: President-elect,
Joseph McElrath, Jr.; Secretary, Susan H. Perdue; Treasurer, William M. Ferraro; Director of Publications,
Martha J. King; Councillor-at-Iarge, three-year term, Thomas Mason. The Nominating Committee consists of
Mary A. Y. Gallagher (chair); Thomas Jeffrey; Ralph Orth;
Herman J. Saatkamp, Jr.; and Sharon Ritenour Stevens.
Current membership stands at 521, compared to 491
in September 1998. During 1999 the ADE gained 22 new
members and had 5 reinstated, while it lost 9 members
through death, resignation, or nonpayment of dues. A
breakdown of special membership categories includes 20
patrons, 37 sustaining, 10 students, and 20 retirees. There
were 30 contributors for an increase of 100% over 1998.
Four copies of OnlY in Books: Writers, Readers, & Bibliophiles on Their Passion, compiled by J. Kevin Graffagnino,
were sent out. Fourteen copies of Thomas Jefferson in Love,
edited by John Kaminski, were sent out. ADE sold 18
copies of Mary-Jo Kline's A Guide to Documentary Editing,
and 14 copies of Michael Stevens and Steven Burg's Editing Historical Documents. Thirty-four new members received copies of Beth Luey's Editing Documents and Texts:
An Annotated Bibliograpf?y as gifts. ADE has John Kaminski
to thank for his expeditious handling of the inventory and
distribution of all of the books sent out.
The Secretary acknowledged the new members of
ADE attending the meeting. She reported that the website
continues to be maintained by Frank Grizzard at the
University of Virginia. Nine people have joined ADE via
the website application during the year. The website has

also undergone major construction in the last two months.
It is located at http://etext.virginia.edu/ade.

The first biennial directory was produced this year and
sent out in May. 507 copies were mailed out bulk rate to
the entire membership. Additional copies remain which
are being sent out to new members as they join and upon
request at a cost of $1.55 each (including shipping and
handling). ADE members attending this year's meeting are
receiving a three-page supplement which includes all those
names of people who had information changes in any
of the following categories: address changes, new member, email addresses, area code changes, telephone number changes, fax numbers, name changes, or errors due
to original keyboarding. The supplement will be made
available to the entire membership by inclusion in Documentary Editing or a separate mailing.

Treasurer's Report
William M. Ferraro presented the financial report for Fiscal Year 1998-99 (1 September to 31 August), which
showed a surplus of $3,771, due to payment of advance
dues and interest earned. Total cash assets are $52,112
($15,089 in savings, $35,018 in certificates, and $2,005 in
checking). As of 31 August 1999, theJulian P. Boyd Award
had a balance of $16,358, and the Jo Ann Boydston Award
Fund had a balance of $5,773. The ADE is in good fiscal health. The treasurer's report was approved. The proposed budget of $23,500 for Fiscal Year 1999-2000 was
proposed and adopted. (See p. 23)
Committee Reports
1. Publications. Martha J. King, director of publications,
thanked the publications committee. She acknowledged
the efforts of Bill Albertini and Frank Grizzard in updating the website. An ADE logo is now available in an electronic format. Beth Luey has been appointed for another
two-year term as the editor of Documentary Editing. The
journal has moved from camera-ready copy to electronic
ftles. The publications committee will consider the review
policies for microftl.m editions, and they will work with
the membership committee in the upcoming year on revisions to the website.
2.Meeting. Candace Falk reported on plans for the
2000 meeting to be held in San Francisco, at the Berkeley
Marina, 5-7 October. Local arrangements will be taken
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care of, in part, by the Emma Goldman Papers, the Mark
Twain Papers, and the Martin Luther King Papers.
3. Future Meetings. Gary Moulton reported that the
2001 meeting will be in Raleigh, N.c., 4-6 October. Joe
Mobley and Donna Kelly of the North Carolina Department of Archives and History are in charge of local arrangements. The 2002 meeting site is Washington, nc.
4. Federal Policy. Charlene Bickford reported that
Arnita Jones has left the OAH and is now at AHA. Page
Putnam Miller is retiring at the end of the year as coordinator for the National Coordinating Committee for the
Promotion of History. NHPRC will be funded at $6
million and it is supposed to be up for reauthorization
this year. Ann Newhall added that the archivist is seeking
reauthorization for a five-year period with a $10 million
cap. The Commission agrees that that is probably a good
plan. Charlene testified on Capitol Hill on behalf of the
National Endowment for the Humanities.

President's Report
The President presented to the membership four policy
decisions made by the council.
1. Audit. As per the ADE by-laws, an audit must be
performed every three years or with the change of the
treasurer. The Council authorized an audit by a certified
public accountant, who will prepare an audit letter at the
end of this fiscal year.
2. Reserve. ADE will maintain a reserve in the treasury equivalent to one year's operating expenses exclusive
of convention costs. The amount in the treasury over and
above this reserve will be designated as surplus funds,
available for expenditure on new initiatives.
3. Constitution and By-Laws Committee. This is to
be discontinued as a standing committee and appointed
as an ad hoc committee. The President thanked Carolyn
Holmes and her fellow committee members who have
served on this committee most recently.
4. SEDIT-L. The Council wishes to reemphasize the
importance of this electronic list as a means of communication among ADE members. To this end, a regular
notice about SEDIT-L and subscription instructions will
be included in Documentary Editing, on the ADE website,
in the membership directory, and in the membership renewal mailing.
The President presented and the membership adopted the
following resolutions:
1. Model Editions Partnership Resolution. A commendation from the Technology Committee. Resolution
was adopted by the membership and was published in
the December 1999 issue of Documentary Editing.
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2. Breakfast resolution. Resolved to adopt the
Women's Interest Network Breakfast as a regular part of
the annual meeting, the president-elect each year naming
someone to host the event.
The President outlined five initiatives resulting from the
Council meeting:
1. ADE website. Enlarge the mission of the website
to focus on reaching a wider audience. A special ad hoc
committee will be formed with the charge of outlining
plans for developing the site and identifying the resources
required to carry out the plan, and reporting back to
Council in six months. It will be chaired by Ann Gordon.
2. ADE brochure. To be revised in the coming year
by the Membership Committee and Publications Committee together.
3. Technology Committee renamed. It will now be
the Committee on Standards for Electronic Documents
with a one-year charge. It will make recommendations
to the ADE about reasonable standards to set for the
publication of electronic documents.
4. Education and Information Committee. Charged
to identify courses at college level on documentary editing and create links to syllabi for such courses that are
posted on websites. To conduct an inventory of ancillary
activities of editorial projects or individual editors, particularly K-12.
5. Boydston Committee. Members to be appointed
to a two-year term to correspond with the biennial span
of the award. Committee to publicize award more widely
and earlier in the cycle.
6. Councillors-at-Iarge. Charged with responsibility
of publicizing winners of awards. ADE members should
let them know what lists would be suitable.
Ann Newhall introduced her staff present at the meeting: Tim Connelly, Dane Hartgrove, and Mary Giunta. She
suggested that projects let her know if they anticipate any
research needs. She said that the deadline for the November meeting is June 1; for the May meeting, October 1.
NHPRC has revised the website and is also revising its
guidelines. Ann attended Camp Edit this past summer
and plans on visiting projects.
Ann Gordon urged members who are interested in a given
committee to let her know and to think about next year's
program. She thanked President Rowland for her work.
There being no further business, President Rowland
adjourned the meeting at 5:40 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan H. Perdue, Secretary

ADE Treasurer's Report
FISCAL YEAR SEPTEMBER 1, 1998-AUGUST 31, 1999

Income

1997-98 actual

Dues/ Contributions
Conventions
DE Subscriptions
Book Sales
Interest
Guide Revision Refund
Boyd/Boydston Inflow
Miscellaneous

$10,420
9,702
1,163
1,760
1,913
2,485
335

Totals

$27,941

~

Expenses

1997-98 actual

Conventions
DE
Membership Directory
Federal Policy Committee
National Coordination Committee
National Humanities Alliance
Student Intern
Butterfield Prize
Distinguished Service Award
Book Purchases/Postage
Office Supplies/Postage
Premium Books
Boyd/Boydston Transfer
20th Anniversary Celebration
Miscellaneous

$10,669
5,827
868
0
1,500
1,500
0
500
310
1,645
872
0
205
0

Totals

$21,050

~

1998-99 budget

1998-99 actual

$11,000
9,000
1,200
500
2,000
0
0
----200

$11,438
11,514
1,032
754
2,120
0
1,475

$23,900

$28,399

1998-99 budget

----.M

1998-99 actual

$9,000
6,000
900
450
1,500
1,500
0
500
0
300
500
0
0
0
1QQ

$8,657
5,461
2,426
0
1,500
1,500
0
500
103
836
879
305
1,250
991
----22Q

$20,750

$24,628

FY 1998-99 Surplus: $3,771

Cash on Hand
31 August 1998
31 August 1999

CDS
$35,467
$35,018

Savings
$12,611
$15,089

Total

Checking
$ 263
$ 2,005

$48,341
$52,112

Increase from FY 1997-98 to FY 1998-99: $3771

Jo Ann BoydstonAward Fund

JulianP. BoydAwardFund
Balance on hand 31 August 1998
Paid out during FY 1998-99
Contributions during FY 1998-99
Interest during FY 1998-99
Balance on hand 31 August 1999

$16,063
$ 1,000
$ 530
$ 765
$16,358

Balance on hand 31 August 1998
Paid out during FY 1998-99
Contributions during FY 1998-99
Interest during FY 1998-99
Balance on hand 31 August 1999

$ 5,411
$
0
$ 85
$ 277
$ 5,773
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Recent Editions
COMPILED BY MARK A. MASTROMARINO
This quarterly feature provides an annotated bibliography of current documentary editions published on subjects in the fields of American and
British history, literature, and culture. It is generally restricted to first editions of English-language works edited from manuscript. To have
publications included in future lists, please send full bibliographic citations to Mark A. Mastromarino, 3696 Green Creek Road, Schuyler, VA
22969; Fax (804) 831-2892; E-mail: mamastro@juno.com

BLAIR, EMILY NEWELL. Brtdging Two Eras: The AutobiograpkJ ofEmify Newel/Blair, 1877-1951. Edited by Virginia Jeans Laas. Columbia and London: University of
Missouri Press, 1999. 408pp. $29.95. ISBN 0-8262-12549. This previously unpublished autobiography written in
1937 records the life story of a conventional middle-class
Midwestern wife and mother who became a nationally
recognized author, feminist, and vice chairman of the
Democratic National Committee only two years after
women gained the right to vote.
CALHOUN, JOHN C. The Papers of John C. Calhoun.
Volume XXV: 1847-1848. Edited by Clyde N. Wilson,
Shirley Bright Cook, and Alexander Moore. Columbia:
University of South Carolina Press, 1999. 735 pp. $59.95.
ISBN 1-57003-306-4. The documents transcribed and calendared in this volume carry the South Carolina senator
from December 1847 to August 1848, to within a year
and a half of his death. During the fIrst session of the
Thirtieth Congress Calhoun's primary political concerns
were limiting American objectives in the Mexican War and
dampening enthusiasm for imperial conquest, continuing
his critique of the two-party system, and developing
southern unity in response to the struggle over slavery in
the territories. Calhoun also wrote about the 1848 revolutions in Europe and began to formulate what was to
become his Disquisition on Government. Editorial apparatus
includes a helpful introduction and an adequate index and
occasional editorial head notes, as well as some identifIcations in source notes.
CARLIN, WILLIAM PASSMORE. The Memoirs of Brigadier General William Passmore Carlin, USA. Edited by Robert 1. Girardi and Nathaniel Cheairs Hughes, Jr. Lincoln
and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1999. 352 pp.
$50. ISBN 0-8032-1494-4. Carlin (1829-1903), a native
of Illinois, graduated from West Point in 1850 and served
on frontier duty and in Utah before beginning his Civil
War career as the colonel of an Illinois regiment. He served
with distinction in early fIghting in Missouri and Mississippi and participated in important command roles at
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Perryville, Stones River, Chickamauga, Missionary Ridge,
and Kennesaw Mountain, among other battles. He also
accompanied Sherman's March to the Sea and assisted at
the siege of Atlanta. Carlin's memoirs are supplemented
with two biographical essays and extensive annotation.
CIVIL WAR. Southern Unionist Pamphlets and the Civil War.
Edited by Jon L. Wakelyn. Shades of Blue and Gray Series. Columbia and London: University of Missouri Press,
1999.408 pp. $39.95. ISBN 0-8262-1264-6. This collection of Civil War pamphlets documents the resistance of
Southern Unionist leaders to secession and the Confederacy. The texts of eighteen pamphlets and discussion of
twenty-two others present the ideas of three congressmen, future vice president and president Andrew Johnson,
and local leaders who actively opposed the Confederate
government with their pens.

DAVIS,JEFFERSON. The Papers of Jefferson Davis. Volume
X: October 1863-August 1864. Edited by Lynda Lasswell
Crist, Kenneth H. Williams, and Peggy L. Dillard. Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1999. 739 pp. $95.
ISBN 0-8071-2412-5. Introduced by Civil War historian
James 1. Robertson, this volume details the ongoing
troubles that the Confederate president had with the key
Army of Tennessee, which he visited in Georgia to quell
a rebellion of generals against its commander Braxton
Bragg. In the eleven months covered by the correspondence in this volume, Davis watched the alarming shrinkage of Confederate territory and resources; the continued
failure of diplomatic efforts abroad and secret missions
to influence the U.S. presidential election; worsening conditions on the home front; and the death of his own child
in an accident at the executive mansion.
DORR, DAVID F. A Colored Man Round the World. Edited
by Malini Johar Schueller. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1999. 240 pp. $42.50 (cloth), ISBN 0-47209694-X; $15.95 (paper), ISBN 0-472-06694-3. In the
1850s, Dort accompanied his Louisiana plantation owner
Cornelius Fellowes on a tour of London, Paris,

Constantinople, Athens, Cairo, and Jerusalem with the
promise that upon their return to the United States, he
would be freed. \Vhen that promise was broken, Dorr
escaped to Ohio and wrote and published A Colored Man
Round the World in 1858. The editor has annotated that text
and has provided a critical introduction to the work.
DYCK, :MARY KNACKSTEDT. Waiting on the Bounty:
The Dust Bowl Diary of Mary Knackstedt Dyck. Edited by
Pamela Riney-Kehrberg. Iowa City: University of Iowa
Press, 1999. 382 pp. $37.95. ISBN 0-87745-694-1. The
selected entries from a 3,000-page manuscript diary kept
from 1936 until 1941 by Dyck (1885-1955), a fifth-gradeeducated woman, provide an unusually intimate view of
farm life in southwestern Kansas during the Great Depression. The text is supplemented with a preface, introduction, epilogue, appendix, endnotes, maps and
photographs, and an index.
EDWARDS, JONATHAN. The Sermons of Jonathan
Edwards: A Reader. Edited by Wilson H. Kimnach, Kenneth P. Minkema, and Douglas A. Sweeney. New Haven
and London: Yale University Press, 1999. 384 pp. $40
(cloth), ISBN 0-300-07766-1; $17 (paper), ISBN 0-30007768-8. The fourteen selected sermons, five previously
unpublished, represent a typical cycle of the preaching of
the colonial Massachusetts minister and address a wide
range of occasions and situations. The book also contains
an introduction that discusses Edwards's contribution to
the sermon as a literary form, places his sermons within
their social and cultural contexts, and considers his theological aims, thus making the theologian's works easily
accessible to students and lay people.

FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN. The Papers of Benjamin Franklin.
Volume XXXV: Mqy 1 through October 31, 1781. Edited
by Barbara B. Oberg, Ellen R. Cohn, Jonathan R. Dull,
Karen Duval, Leslie J. Lindenauer, Kate M. Ohno, and
Claude A. Lopez. New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1999. 832 pp. $80. ISBN 0-300-07841-2.
The six months worth of documents appearing in this
volume not only detail the diplomatic, political, and economic matters Franklin continued to address as American minister plenipotentiary to France, but also concern
his experiments with different inks and paper, Masonic
activities, distribution and purchases of books, as well as
Franklin's thoughts on science, politics, and Native American languages. After the battle of Yorktown, Congress
also appointed him to a five-member commission to
negotiate peace with Britain.

GRANT, ULYSSES S. The Papers of UlYsses S. Grant.
Volume XXIII: February I-December 31, 1872. Volume
XXIV: 1873. Edited byJohn Y Simon, WilliamM. Ferraro,
Aaron M. Lisec, and Kathleen Carroll. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2000.560,576 pp. $65 each.
ISBN 0-8093-2276-5, 0-8093-2277-3. These two fine
volumes document the successful conclusion of Grant's
second presidential campaign and the beginning of his second term as U.S. president, during which minor scandals
foreshadowed the greater corruption that would later
come to light. Other domestic issues covered by the correspondence include political and other violence in the
South, the Modoc War in California, and the stock market panic in September 1873 occasioned by the failure of
Jay Cooke & Company. Foreign policy topics considered
include the Geneva tribunal involving the Alabama claims
arbitration and the Virginius affair, in which Spanish officials executed fifty-three crew members and passengers
of a ship falsely flying the American flag and attempting
to supply arms to Cuban insurgents.
GUERRANT, EDWARD o. Bluegrass Confederate: The
Headquarters Diary of Edward o. Guerrant. Edited by William C. Davis and Meredith L. Swentor. Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1999. 716 pp. $49.95.
ISBN 0-8071-2411-7. These previously unpublished selections from the 30 January 1862 to 11 April 1865 diary
of a Kentucky teacher who served at the headquarters
of Confederate generals Humphrey Marshall, William
Preston, George Cosby, and John Hunt Morgan, detail
army life, military actions, and Appalachian culture in Civil
War eastern Kentucky, southeastern Virginia, and eastern
Tennessee.
HIGGINSON, THOMAS WENTWORTH. The Complete Civil WarJournal and Selected Ltters of Thomas Wentworth
Higginson. Edited by Christopher Looby. Chicago and
London: University of Chicago Press, 2000.413 pp. $35.
ISBN 0-226-33330-2. The Harvard-educated abolitionist, Colonel Higginson (1823-1911), who commanded
the federal First South Carolina Volunteers, the first African-American regiment, made up of refugee freedmen,
first published his memoirs, Army Lift in a Black Regiment,
in 1870. The diplomatic, noncritical transcriptions of the
previously unpublished diary upon which the memoirs
were based and a supplemental 125 familial letters that
add narrative continuity, are valuable for their uncensored
and immediate nature. The editor also provides an introduction, sharp annotation, a detailed Higginson chronology, and an excellent analytical index.
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JORDAN, MAY Where the WildAnimals Is Plentiful.' Diary
of an Alabama Fur Trader's Daughter, 1912-1914. Mcry Jordan. Edited by Elisa Moore Baldwin. Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1999. 263 pp. $34.95. ISBN
0-8173-0980-2. This rare journal of a twenty-three-yearold backwoods woman who accompanied her father on
two trips to Washington County, Alabama, to buy furs
provides a unique picture of rural life in southwestern Alabama in the early twentieth century. Jordan cooked meals,
helped out with the business, and recorded their experiences, providing a vivid portrait of wilderness trave~ social
customs, and the routine of the fur trade, and describing
the flora and fauna, religion, economy, women, folkways,
roads, and neighborliness of the frontier region. An introductory essay traces Jordan family history and describes
economic, social, and political conditions, and editorial
annotations identify people mentioned in the text.

under the Freedom of Information Act to win release
of the mes commenced in 1972 by J. Edgar Hoover in
order to "neutralize" the "clever Beatle" when Lennon
was living in New York and joining up with the New Left
and the antiwar movement. Originally denied access to
the records in 1981 on "national security" grounds, Weiner
took his case all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court, where
he won. This book, the first half of which tells the story
of its publication, reproduces in facsimile 100 pages of
complete and unexpurgated documents, including lengthy
reports by confidential informants detailing the daily lives
of antiwar activists, memos to the White House, transcripts of TV shows on which Lennon appeared, and a
proposal that Lennon be arrested by local police on drug
charges. Editorial apparatus consists of annotation, an
introduction, glossary, chronology, bibliography, index,
and photographs.

KEROUAC, JACK. Atop an Underwood: EarlY Stories and
Other Writings. Jack Kerouac. Edited by Paul Marion. New
York: Viking, 1999. $24.95. ISBN 0-670-88536-3. This
edition brings together over sixty previously unpublished
works from the personal mes of Beat writer Jack Kerouac
(1922-1969). The stories, poems, essays, plays, and parts
of novels that date from 1935 to 1943, when the author
was between the ages of thirteen and twenty-one, reveal
what Kerouac was thinking, doing, and dreaming during
these formative years, and reflect the early literary influences of Whitman, Saroyan, Wolfe, Joyce, and others. An
introduction and extensive editorial head notes help place
the writings in context.

PERKINS, MAXWELL E., and MARJORIE KINNAN
RAWLINGS. Max and Marjorie: The Correspondence between
Maxwell E. Perkins and Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. Edited by
Rodger L. Tarr. Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
1999.464 pp. $34.95. ISBN 0-8130-1691-6. This collection of nearly seven hundred letters, notes, and telegrams
exchanged between the preeminent twentieth-century
American editor and the 1939 Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Yearling provides an intimate portrait of the
literary and personal friendship of Maxwell Perkins and
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings and constitutes a history of the
Scribner publishing house from 1930 to 1947. In addition to Rawlings's writing, the two discussed other authors
Perkins nurtured, most notably Ernest Hemingway, F.
Scott Fitzgerald, and Thomas Wolfe, as well as personal
matters, such as health and marriage concerns.

KEROUAC, JACK Jack Kerouac: Selected Letters, 19571969. Edited by Ann Charters. New York: Viking, 1999.
544 pp. $34.95. ISBN 0-670-86190-1. The 338 letters in
this second of two volumes unabashedly document the
final decade of Kerouac's life, detailing primarily his development as a writer, but also his travels, love affairs,
complicated family life, and alcoholic self-destruction. The
editor's running commentary in head notes gives background biographical narrative, while footnotes provide
identifications. Other editorial apparatus includes an introduction, chronology, and index. Source notes appear
as back-of-the-book endnotes.
LENNON, JOHN. Gimme Some Truth: The John Lennon
FBI Files. Edited by Jon Wiener. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2000.344 pp. $45 (cloth), ISBN 0-52021646-6; $17.95 (paper), ISBN 0-520-22246-6. This volume resulted from the author's fourteen-year court battle
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RUSSELL, INA DILLARD. Roots and Ever Green: The
Selected Letters ofIna Dillard Russell Edited by Sally Russell.
Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1999. $34.95. ISBN
0-8203-2138-9. The matriarch of an influential Georgia
family, Russell (186~1953) raised thirteen children, including governor and U.S. Senator Richard Russell, and her
familial letters, edited by a granddaughter and former
professor, offer numerous insights into the multiple roles
of Southern women in the first four decades of the twentieth century, a period of social and political upheaval.

TRUMAN, HARRY s. StrictlY Personal and Confidential: The
Letters Harry Truman Never Mailed. Edited by Monte M.
Poen. Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1999. 224
pp. $19.95 (paper). ISBN 0-8262-1258-1. This collection

of 140 amusing, angry, sarcastic, and controversial letters
that President Truman wrote but never sent to admirers
and enemies alike, including Adlai Stevenson,Justice William Douglas, Dwight Eisenhower, Joe McCarthy, and
Truman's wife, Bess, cover such diverse subjects as the
atomic bomb, running the country, and human greed, and
document the frustrations of being president.

corresponded frequently and met three times during
Johnson's presidency. The only real bone of contention
between the two countries was the shah's seemingly insatiable appetite for more and newer military equipment,
offsetting US. advocacy of Iranian economic development and reform as a check against the internal upheaval
or revolution.

US. STATE DEPARTMENT. Foreign Relations oj the United
States, 1964-1968. Volume XV: Germa'!)l and Berlin. Edited by James E. Miller and David S. Patterson. Washington, DC: US. Government Printing Office, 1999. $45.
ISBN 0-16-049248-3. The declassified documents in this
volume about the creation of a new Germany during the
administration of President Lyndon Johnson are drawn
from the centralized indexed ftles of the Department of
State and the decentralized Bureau, Office, and other lot
flles of the relevant departmental units, and include records
from the Department of Defense and the Central Intelligence Agency. Major American policy objectives during
this period of generally improving relations with the Soviet Union were "bridge building" to the East, a reduction of tensions over Berlin, continued European
integration, the reorganization of Western defenses, and
German reunification. The volume, however, closes with
the explosion of the Czech Crisis in August 1968, when
German and US. officials agreed on the need for a tough
line with the Soviets not only to show disapproval of their
military intervention in Czechoslovakia but also to warn
the Soviet Union of the dangers of trying to increase
pressures on Berlin.

WALDEN MONASTERY The Book oj the Foundation oj
Walden Monastery. Edited by Diana Greenway and Leslie
Watkiss. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999. 296 pp.
$75. ISBN 0-19-82-0330-6. This manuscript, written by
a Benedictine monk soon after 1203, is printed here in its
entirety for the ftrst time and relates the history of the
Mandeville earls of Essex and the inheritance of their lands
and title by King John's justiciar, Geoffrey fitz Peter, and
details the development of the priory at Walden and its
elevation to the status of an abbey in 1190.

US. STATE DEPARTMENT. Foreign Relations of the
United States, 1964-1968. Volume XXII: Iran. Edited by
Nina D Howland and David S. Patterson. Washington,
DC.: US. Government Printing Office, 1999. $37. ISBN
0-16-049249-1. Drawing from the same sources as the
above volume, this volume documents the Johnson
administration's continuance of President Kennedy's support for Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi of Iran, whose
nation was on the southern periphery of the Soviet Union.
American policy makers emphasized buttressing Iran's
internal security by encouraging a far-reaching program
of political, social, and economic reform-the so-called
White Revolution. Unlike many other Third World leaders, the shah supported US. policies in Vietnam, the Dominican Republic, and other sensitive Cold War areas.
Johnson's personal relationship with the shah, which dated
from his trip to Tehran as vice-president in August 1962,
was closer than Kennedy's had been, and the two leaders

YEATS, WILLIAM BUTLER. Words for Music Perhaps and
Other Poems: Manuscript Materials. Edited by David R. Clark.
Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell University Press, 1999. 680 pp. $95.
ISBN 0-8014-3724-5. This scholarly edition, part of the
Cornell Yeats series, records every draft, most of them
both in facsimile and in transcription on facing pages, of
Words for Music Perhaps and Other Poems (1932), which has
been called W B. Yeats's ftnest single volume. It features
the great series for which it is named as well as single
poems such as "Byzantium" and "Coole Park, 1929." The
volume contains all the manuscripts of "Crazy Jane Talks
with the Bishop," later published in The Winding Stair and
Other Poems (1933), and drafts of the unpublished "Crazy
Jane and the King." A census of manuscripts identifies
the source among Yeats's papers of each draft, and appendices trace the writing of the poems through notebooks, loose manuscripts, and galley proofs with Yeats's
corrections and copious additions.
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New Criticism, 16
Newman, Ralph, 2
Nuxoll, Elizabeth, 26
Oates, Stephen B., 5
Orth, Ralph, 20
Palmer, Beverly, 20
Pearson, Edward A., Designs against
Charleston, review of, 61-64
Perdue, Susan H., 21
Peterson, Merrill, 2, 3
Phillips, Joyce B. and Paul Gary, The
Brainerd Journal, review of, 80-82
Pond, ComeliaJones, 83-86
Pound, Ezra, 65-67
Quirk, Tom, 19
Randall, James G., 4
Ronda, James P., 14
Rosowski, Susan J., 19; Editing Willa
Cather, 56-60
Rowland, Leslie, 21
Rudand, Robert A., 20, 33
Saatkamp, Herman J., Jr. 20
Schulmann, Robert, 64
Simon, John, 1
Simpson, Lewis P., 17
Smock, Raymond w., 20, 33
Southern Review, 15, 16
Sperberg-McQueen, C. M., 91
State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 33, 35-40, 82
Stevens, Michael, 19-20
Summer Editing Institute, 33, 35-40,
82
Surette, Leon, "I Cease Not to YoIIII,"
review of, 65-67
Thomas, Nicholas, Bad Colonists, review of, 76-79
Thurber, James, 3
Thwaites, Ruben Gold, 9, 11
Tryphonopoulos, Demetres P., "I
Cease Not to YoIIII," review of, 6567
University of Nebraska, 9, 10, 5660
University of Nebraska Press, 9, 10,
56-60
University of Wisconsin, Madison,
33, 35-40, 82
Vance, Mariah, 6
Vesey, Denmark, 61-64
Viles, Philip, The Brainerd Journal, review of, 80-82
Virginia Library History Award, 92
Walker, Vernon Lee, 76-79
Warren, Robert Penn, 15-18
Weber, Therese: Mediocrity in Paradise
(review), 76-79
Whitehouse, Joseph, 11
Wisconsin History Foundation, 33,
35-40, 82
Wood, Raymond, 11, 12

ADE Committees, 1999-2000
Some of these committees would still welcome members. If you want to join a committee, contact Ann Gordon,
agordon@rci.rutgers.edu.

Boydston Prize (two-year appointments): Joseph R. McElrath, chair; Barbara Oberg; Ronald A. Bosco
Butterfield Award: Helen R. Deese, chair; Cullom Davis; Joel Myerson; Dorothy Twohig; Conrad E. Wright
Education and Information: Dennis Conrad, chair; James P. McClure, Michael E. Stevens; C. James Taylor; ex
officio, Thomas A. Mason
Electronic Standards: Cathy Moran Hajo, chair; Martha Benner; Ronald A. Bosco; Anne Decker Cecere; David
Chesnutt; Richard Finneran; Larry Hickman; Albert Lewis; Joel Myerson; Ralph H. Orth; Robert Rosenberg;
ex officio, Carol DeBoer Langworthy
Federal Policy: Charlene Bickford, chair; Ira Berlin; Frank G. Burke; Charles T. Cullen; Leslie S. Rowland; Herman
J. Saatkamp; Ray Smock
Finance: William M. Ferraro, chair; John Catanzariti; Elaine W Pascu; John A. Lupton
Local Arrangements: Candace Falk, chair; other members to be named
Meetings: Gary E. Moulton, chair; Larry Hickman; Susan Krause; Christine S. Patrick
Membership: Mary-Jo Kline, chair; Robert Cain; Kathryn A. Jacob; ex officio, Sue Perdue
Nominating: Mary A. Y Gallagher, chair; Thomas Jeffrey; Ralph Orth; Herman J. Saatkamp, Jr.; Sharon Ritenour
Stevens
Program: Joseph R. McElrath, chair; Ronald A. Bosco; Dennis Conrad; Theodore J. Crackel; Thomas Downey;
Benjamin F. Fisher; Beverly Wilson Palmer; Celeste Walker; Marianne Wokeck
Publications: Martha J. King, chair; Frank Grizzard; Catherine Kunce; Beth Luey; Jennifer Shea; Daniel Stowell
Website Initiative: Ann D. Gordon, coordinator; Kathleen W Dorman; Dale F. Harter; Kenneth H. Williams; ex
officio, Esther Katz
Other Officials: Richard Leffler, Association Archivist
Charles T. Cullen, Association representative to the National Historical Publications and Records
Commision (NHPRC)

